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Abstract
One in 68 children has been identified with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), a disorder defined by 1)
deficits in social-communication and social interactions and 2) restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior,
interests or activities. Research has shown that children with ASD who receive high-quality early
intervention (EI) services in university-based research trials can make large gains in cognitive,
communication, and adaptive behaviors skills, with positive long term effects. However, less is known
about the outcomes for the over 50,000 children who receive EI in community settings. This dissertation
provides initial evidence of the current state of community-based EI for children with ASD. Chapter 1
presents a meta-analysis of cognitive, communication, social, and adaptive behavior outcomes for
children with ASD in community-based EI programs, and demonstrates that the gains made in the
community are much smaller than those observed in university-based trials. In Chapter 2, prospective,
longitudinal data collected from a local EI system is studied to understand which characteristics of
preschool EI predict cognitive gains for 79 preschoolers with ASD that received publicly-funded services
in classroom placements. The best predictor of gains was the utilization of recommended intervention
practices to support the development of social and peer relationships. Chapter 3 discusses measurement
of executive functioning (EF) among preschoolers with ASD, as executive functioning skills likely play an
important role in response to EI. However existing EF measures have not been validated for use with lowfunctioning, nonverbal preschoolers with ASD. Results are presented from the development and the
validation of a battery of nonverbal, performance-based EF tasks. These measures can be utilized in
future community-based treatment trials.
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ABSTRACT
COMMUNITY-BASED EARLY INTERVENTION FOR CHILDREN WITH AUTISM
SPECTRUM DISORDER
Allison S. Nahmias
David S. Mandell
One in 68 children has been identified with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), a disorder
defined by 1) deficits in social-communication and social interactions and 2) restricted,
repetitive patterns of behavior, interests or activities. Research has shown that children
with ASD who receive high-quality early intervention (EI) services in university-based
research trials can make large gains in cognitive, communication, and adaptive behaviors
skills, with positive long term effects. However, less is known about the outcomes for
the over 50,000 children who receive EI in community settings. This dissertation
provides initial evidence of the current state of community-based EI for children with
ASD. Chapter 1 presents a meta-analysis of cognitive, communication, social, and
adaptive behavior outcomes for children with ASD in community-based EI programs,
and demonstrates that the gains made in the community are much smaller than those
observed in university-based trials. In Chapter 2, prospective, longitudinal data collected
from a local EI system is studied to understand which characteristics of preschool EI
predict cognitive gains for 79 preschoolers with ASD that received publicly-funded
services in classroom placements. The best predictor of gains was the utilization of
recommended intervention practices to support the development of social and peer
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relationships. Chapter 3 discusses measurement of executive functioning (EF) among
preschoolers with ASD, as executive functioning skills likely play an important role in
response to EI. However existing EF measures have not been validated for use with lowfunctioning, nonverbal preschoolers with ASD. Results are presented from the
development and the validation of a battery of nonverbal, performance-based EF tasks.
These measures can be utilized in future community-based treatment trials.
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CHAPTER 1: Effectiveness of Community-based Early Intervention for
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder: A Meta-Analysis
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Abstract
The present study comprises a meta-analysis of the effectiveness of community-based
early intervention (EI) programs for children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).
While university-based trials of EI programs for children with ASD generally produce
medium-to-large gains on average, less is known about the results from community-based
intervention. A systematic search identified 40 groups from 29 studies assessing change
in cognitive, communication, social, or adaptive behavior skills from pretreatment to
posttreatment. There was significant improvement in each of the domains, however, the
gains were small. Uncontrolled effect sizes (Hedges g) ranged from 0.21 for adaptive
behavior to 0.31 for communication outcomes, after removal of outliers and correction
for publication bias. “Model” EI programs (e.g., those associated with universities and
hospitals) were generally superior to other community EI program types across all four
outcomes. Only communication outcomes demonstrated increasingly larger effect sizes in
more recent years. These results suggest that there remains a large gap between research
and community practice. Implications of the findings for clinical practice and future
research are discussed.
Keywords: Autism Spectrum Disorder, meta-analysis, early intervention,
community settings
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Effectiveness of Community-based Early Intervention for Children with Autism
Spectrum Disorder: A Meta-Analysis
A growing body of research demonstrates that early intervention provided in
university-based research settings by experts can result in large gains in cognition,
communication, social skills, and adaptive behavior for young children with ASD. The
interventions with most evidence are early intensive behavior interventions (EIBI) and
applied behavior analysis (ABA). For example, a recent systematic review identified
moderate to large effects in improving cognitive functioning and language skills for early
interventions based on high-intensity ABA, usually delivered in a university-based
setting (Weitlauf et al., 2014). The results of a meta-analysis by Ospina and colleagues
(2008) indicated statistically and clinically significant positive effects on intellectual
functioning, adaptive behavior, communication and language when high-intensity
Lovaas-based ABA intervention was compared with either low-intensity Lovaas
(standardized mean difference = 0.92) or special education (standardized mean difference
= 0.95). A Cochrane Collaboration systematic review and meta-analysis of EIBI
compared with treatment as usual in the community found medium to large significant
positive effects for adaptive behavior (g = 0.69), language (g = 0.50 - 0.57), daily
communication skills (g = 0.74), IQ (g = 0.76), socialization (g = 0.42), and daily living
skills (g = 0.55) (Reichow, Barton, Boyd, & Hume, 2012). Other meta-analyses of ABA
and EIBI also report medium to large positive gains on outcomes such as intellectual
ability, adaptive behavior, and communication (Eldevik et al., 2009; Makrygianni &
Reed, 2010; Reichow, 2012; Strauss, Mancini, & Fava, 2013; Virués-Ortega, 2010).
3

Naturalistic Developmental Behavioral Interventions, which incorporate ABA
principles, also have been identified as evidence-based practices for young children with
ASD (Schreibman et al., 2015). A meta-analysis of one such intervention, joint attention
interventions, found significant positive effects on joint attention. Overall Hedges’s g
ranged from 0.53 to 0.76, depending on the type of control group (Murza, Schwartz,
Hahs-Vaughn, & Nye, 2016).
These studies speak to the gains possible with highly structured (usually)
university-based early intervention delivery, but do not speak to what is probable in
“treatment as usual” or standard care received outside the context of research. Evidencebased interventions rarely make their way into community practice (Hess, Morrier,
Heflin, & Ivey, 2008; Stahmer, Collings, & Palinkas, 2005). Although research has begun
to demonstrate that community providers can be trained in evidence-based behavioral
interventions with positive child outcomes (Shire & Kasari, 2014; Shire et al., 2017),
much less research has examined what gains children with ASD make when receiving
typical early intervention in the community. Only a few studies have reported on child
outcomes associated with community-based intervention and these studies suggest that
the gains are not as large as those seen in university-based settings. Often these studies
include data only from a single site or from a small sample, which limits the
generalizability of the results (Ben-Itzchak, Watson, & Zachor, 2014; Magiati, Charman,
& Howlin, 2007).
To date, there has been no systematic, empirical review or meta-analysis of
community outcomes for young children with autism. The present study takes advantage
4

of the fact that most comparative trials of early intervention for children with autism
provide evidence of community outcomes, in that the “treatment as usual” or control
group comprises an assessment of the effectiveness of community intervention. Here we
combine them to provide a more rigorous assessment of the state of community-based
interventions and explore patterns in the results. In addition, we use the variation in these
studies to examine the effects of placement characteristics on child outcome.
Quantifying these outcomes using meta-analytic techniques serves several
purposes. First, it provides a benchmark against which other community programs can be
measured. Second, it has the potential to identify models of excellence that can be
emulated. Third, it allows us to examine program characteristics that may be associated
with positive outcomes, which is important for program development. Fourth, it allows
us to explore whether there have been changes over time in the effectiveness of
intervention provided in the community. Finally, it serves as an assessment of the
penetration of research to practice.
Methods
Search Procedures and Selection of Studies
Studies were eligible for inclusion in the meta-analysis if they met the following
criteria:
a) Published study, written in English
b) Prospective study that utilized pre-test, post-test group design
c) Presented outcomes for children identified with ASD separately
d) More than 10 children with ASD receiving community-based intervention
5

e) Child age at study intake was less than 73 months, which corresponds with
the typical age of early intervention in the United States.
f) The study provided information on outcomes of educational or behavioral
services available in the community or treatment as usual (could be a
group of participants within a study). Groups that received intervention
provided by researchers were excluded.
g) Outcome measures included at least one of the following, reported as
standard scores or developmental quotients (standard scores were required
to partially account for potential maturation effects):
a. Cognitive: Early Learning Composite from the Mullen Scales of
Early Learning (MSEL, Mullen (1995)), or Full Scale IQ. Studies
that only included non-verbal IQ or a cognitive measure that only
assessed non-verbal IQ (e.g., Merril-Palmer (Roid & Sampers,
2004), Leiter International Performance Scale-Revised (Roid &
Miller, 1997)) were excluded to minimize measurement
differences.
b. Communication: Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales
Communication domain (Sparrow, Balla, & Cicchetti, 1985;
Sparrow, Cicchetti, & Balla, 2005)
c. Social: Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales Socialization domain
(Sparrow et al., 1985, 2005)
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d. Adaptive Behavior: Vineland Adaptive Behavior Composite
(Sparrow et al., 1985, 2005)
h) Reported unadjusted pre- and post- intervention means and standard
deviations for outcome measures (based on recommendation from the
What Works Clearinghouse (2014)) and so that all effect sizes were
calculated utilizing the same method
i) Studies only reporting follow-up data were excluded
j) For studies with overlapping (or potentially overlapping) samples, the
study published with the largest sample for each outcome was utilized
A systematic search of research databases was initially conducted through August
2015 to identify relevant studies. Databases available through the University of
Pennsylvania Library, including PsycINFO and Medline were searched for terms related
to autism and intervention (see Appendix A for a sample search strategy). The reference
list of retrieved articles, existing reviews, and meta-analysis were also examined for
eligible studies. The search was then updated, searching through January 2017. As the
Medline search did not provide any unique studies that met inclusion criteria, it was not
included in the search update.
Study selection was conducted in three stages. Studies were first screened for
eligibility based on the title and abstract using the following exclusion criteria: a) did not
include children with ASD, b) n < 10 children with ASD, c) article was written in a
language other than English, d) participants were outside the age range (i.e., older than 6
years old) or the study did not analyze children less than six years of age separately, and
7

e) presented the results of a drug or medication study that did not also include a
behavioral intervention. Screening was conducted by the first author and a coder trained
to reliability. Studies then underwent full-text review for eligibility by the first author and
two coders trained to reliability. The first author then completed final review of all
articles and subgroups within the articles based on final inclusion criteria (described
above). See Figure 1 for the PRISMA flow diagram (Liberati et al., 2009).
INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE.
Coding of Studies
The following data items regarding participant, intervention, and study
characteristics were coded from each article: percentage of male participants, percentage
of non-Caucasian participants, mean age of participants, baseline IQ of participants,
country of intervention, years during which the intervention took place, EI duration,
intensity of intervention (e.g., hours/week), baseline and post-intervention means and
standard deviations for cognitive, communication, social, and adaptive behavior
outcomes, and name of cognitive measure utilized. One study (Cohen, Amerine-Dickens,
& Smith, 2006) did not provide the unadjusted post-treatment standard deviations in the
original paper, however, they were reported in a recent Cochrane systematic review and
meta-analysis (Reichow et al., 2012) and so this information was extracted from that
paper. The category of EI was also coded based on the following criteria: a) “Model”
programs were defined as intervention programs providing intervention in the community
associated with universities and/or hospitals, b) “Treatment As Usual” (TAU) programs
were defined as specific treatment as usual program, treatment as usual from local
8

school/agency, or standard educational provisions, and c) the “Variable EI” category
included participants in a wait-list group, services as usual in the community where
participants received an unclear variety of different services and some participants may
not have gotten any services. Data was extracted from articles by the first author.
Analyses
All outcome data were continuous. Changes between baseline and posttreatment
assessments were assessed utilizing standardized mean gain scores. Positive values
reflect improvements in cognitive, communication, social, and adaptive skills over the
course of treatment. Uncontrolled effect sizes standardized mean gain scores were
utilized as the principal summary score. Effect sizes were calculated by dividing the
mean change from baseline to post-treatment by the pooled standard deviation of the
difference score. The effect sizes were transformed to Hedges’s g estimates (Hedges,
1981) to correct a potential bias due to small sample sizes.
As no included studies reported the pretest-posttest correlation for the selected
outcome measures, or provided the data needed for these values to be calculated, per the
recommendation of Lipsey and Wilson (2001), test-retest reliabilities from test manuals
and published papers were utilized as a proxy. The average was utilized when multiple
test-retest scores were reported. As the test-retest reliability may overestimate the
pretest-posttest correlations, sensitivity analyses with r values of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8 as
estimates of low, medium, and high correlations were conducted. Overall effect sizes
were similar, so the test-retest reliabilities were determined to be acceptable
approximations.
9

Potential outliers were detected using the sample-adjusted meta-analytic deviancy
(SAMD) statistic, as a failure to exclude extreme studies may result in overestimation of
the true variability (Huffcutt & Arthur, 1995). A conservative cutoff of the absolute value
of 2.58 was utilized to consider groups for exclusion from analyses. As extreme values
can result both from error and true population variability, the ability to assess the role of
moderators is limited when outliers whose effects represent true population variability are
removed (Beal, Corey, & Dunlap, 2002). The SAMDs were rank-ordered and scree plots
were examined to confirm the outlier status of groups with SAMDs above the 2.58 cutoff.
Calculations of weighted mean effect sizes, heterogeneity, moderators, and
publication bias statistics were conducted using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis Version
2.2.064 (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2005). Separate random effects
model meta-analyses were conducted for cognitive, communication, social, and adaptive
behavior outcomes to assess the effects of community-based EI for different domains of
functioning, and were chosen over fixed effects models for conceptual reasons, as
recommended by Bornstein, Hedges, Higgins, and Rothstein (2009) and Lipsey and
Wilson (2001). Fixed effect models assume that variability in effect sizes is due to
random error within studies, and that there is a common true effect size across all studies.
The overall effect size represents the estimate of the true effect size for the population of
studies, but is not generalizable beyond the sample of included studies. In contrast,
random effects models assume that variability in effect sizes is due to both random error
within studies and systematic variability between studies, and the true effect size is
allowed to vary across studies. Overall effect size in a random effects model represents
10

the estimated average of the true effect sizes, and the results can be generalized to studies
not included in the analysis. Random effects analyses were used to model two aspects of
the observed variance: random within-study variance and systematic between-study
variance. Each effect size was weighted to account for its relative precision based on the
standard error of the effect size (within-study variance) and tau-squared (between-study
variance) using the reciprocal of the squared standard error plus tau-squared. Study
quality was not used to weight effect sizes as the study characteristics to assess study
quality were inconsistently reported.
Heterogeneity of effect sizes was examined using the Q statistic and the I2
statistic. The Q statistic tests the hypothesis that the observed variance in effect sizes is
no greater than that expected by sampling error alone. A significant Q statistic indicates
that the observed range of effect sizes is significantly larger than would be expected
based on within-study variance. While a significant Q statistic indicates heterogeneous
effect sizes, nonsignificant Q statistics should be interpreted with caution, as
heterogeneous effect sizes may yield a nonsignificant Q value due to low power. The I2
value indicates the proportion of variance in effect sizes accounted for by between-study
variance and has a range from 0 to 100 (Higgins & Thompson, 2002). The I2 values of
25, 50, and 75 are interpreted as low, moderate, and high levels of heterogeneity,
respectively (Higgins, Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003). An I2 in the low range
suggests that the effect sizes are homogeneous relative to the precision of the individual
studies.
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Exploratory moderator analyses were conducted for models with a significant Q
statistic or an I2 at or above 50. Categorical moderators were examined using an
analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) of mixed-effect models for each variable hypothesized to
moderate the overall effect size. Meta-regression analyses were used to examine
continuous moderators. Variables related to participant (e.g., age) and intervention (e.g.,
country, duration) characteristics were included in the moderation analyses. Due to the
relatively small number of studies included in this meta-analysis, only one potential
moderator was included in the meta-regression at a time.
To assess publication bias for all four outcomes, funnel plots and Duval and
Tweedie’s (2000) trim-and-fill procedure were calculated. First, funnel plots were created
by plotting each study’s effect size against its standard error. An asymmetric distribution
suggests missing studies due to publication bias. Duval and Tweedie's (2000) trim-andfill procedure provides an effect size estimate that corrects for the number and assumed
location of the missing studies when asymmetry in the funnel plot is indicated. The
overall estimates for the model were calculated using the trim-and-fill correction when
this test indicated significant asymmetry in the funnel plot.

Results
Study Characteristics
Table 1 displays sample characteristics of the 40 groups from 29 studies included
in the analysis. Participants were predominantly male (mean percentage across groups
84.9 (SD = 8.5)). Seventeen studies (59%) reported gender by group, while seven studies
12

(24%) only reported the gender of the entire study sample. Nine studies (31%) reported
sufficient data on the race and ethnicity of participants. Six studies (21%) reported this
information by group, while three studies (10%) only reported racial information of the
entire study sample. The percentage of participants identified as non-Caucasian ranged
from 24.5% (Rogers et al., 2012) to 72.6% (Baker-Ericzén, Stahmer, & Burns, 2007),
with a mean of 37.3% and a standard deviation of 14.8%. Ten groups (25%) from nine
studies only included children less than three years old (Ben-Itzchak et al., 2014; Carter
et al., 2011; Dawson et al., 2010; Klintwall, Macari, Eikeseth, & Chawarska, 2015;
Rogers et al., 2012; Schertz, Odom, Baggett, & Sideris, 2013; Stahmer, Akshoomoff, &
Cunningham, 2011; Turner-Brown, Hume, Boyd, & Kainz, 2016; Zachor & Ben-Itzchak,
2010). Two groups (5%) from two studies only included children between three and six
years old (Baker-Ericzén et al., 2007; Rickards, Walstab, Wright-Rossi, Simpson, &
Reddihough, 2007). The rest of the groups included children between 18 and 72 months
old. Across the groups the mean age of participants was 37.4 months (SD = 9.7).
Twenty-four groups (60%) reported cognitive outcomes eligible for inclusion in the
meta-analysis, 23 (58%) reported communication outcomes, 23 (58%) reported social
outcomes, and 24 groups (60%) reported adaptive behavior outcomes eligible for
inclusion in the meta-analysis.
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE
Table 2 displays characteristics of the interventions in the 40 included groups.
Studies described interventions that took place in a variety of countries. Fifteen groups
(37.5%) from 12 studies occurred in the United States, nine groups (22.5%) from six
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studies occurred in the United Kingdom, six groups (15%) from four studies occurred in
Australia, three (7.5%) groups from two studies occurred in Israel, two groups (5%) from
two studies occurred in Italy, two groups (5%) from one study occurred in Norway, two
groups (5%) from one study occurred in Sweden, and one group (2.5%) from one study
occurred in Canada. Only 19 groups (47.5%) from 11 studies reported the years over
which the intervention occurred. Intervention years ranged from 1995 to 2003 (Cohen et
al., 2006) to 2012 to 2014 (Turner-Brown et al., 2016). Intervention duration ranged
from three months (Anan, Warner, McGillivary, Chong, & Hines, 2008; Baker-Ericzén et
al., 2007; Rogers et al., 2012) to 36 months (Cohen et al., 2006), with a mean of 14.1
months and a standard deviation of 8.0. Thirty-three groups (82.5%) from 24 studies
reported some information regarding intervention intensity. The type of communitybased EI provided varied between the groups. Twenty-four groups (60%) from 16
studies described treatment as usual EI programs. Nine groups (22.5%) from eight
studies described Model treatment programs associated with hospitals or universities.
Seven groups (17.5%) from seven studies reported outcomes for children receiving a
variety of EI services that varied in the amount and type of intervention received.
INSERT TABLE 2 HERE
Uncontrolled Effect Sizes
Tables 3 and 4 present the uncontrolled effect sizes and the results of the random
effects models for cognitive, communication, social, and adaptive behavior outcomes,
representing results from 40 groups from 29 studies. These values should be interpreted
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with caution as they reflect within-study change and cannot differentiate changes that
resulted due to the intervention as opposed to the passage of time.
INSERT TABLE 3 HERE
INSERT TABLE 4 HERE
Cognitive. Twenty-four groups from 17 studies (744 participants) reported the
results from eligible cognitive outcomes. There was variability in the effect of
community-based EI on participants’ cognitive scores, with Hedges’s g ranging from 0.43 to 1.50. Sixteen groups (66.7%) demonstrated significant positive effects, indicating
improvement over baseline cognitive scores. Two groups (8.3%) demonstrated positive
effects that were marginally significant (p < .08, the PACTS group from Reed et al
(2010) and the control group from Tonge et al (2014)). One group (4.1%) from one study
demonstrated a significant negative effect, indicating a decline in cognitive scores over
the course of treatment (Rickards et al., 2007). Four groups (16.7%) from four studies
reported cognitive scores that did not significantly change over the course of the
intervention. The early intensive behavior analytic treatment group (IBT) from one study
(Howard, Sparkman, Cohen, Green, & Stanislaw, 2005) had a SAMD value greater than
2.58, so this group was excluded from subsequent analyses. The average effect size
excluding this outlier was small (0.30, 95% CI 0.20 - 0.40, p < .001), see Appendix B
Figure 1B for the forest plot without this outlier.
The Q statistic indicated that there was significant heterogeneity among the
cognitive effect sizes (p < .001). The I2 value indicated a high level of heterogeneity,
with 83% of the variance in effect sizes attributable to between-study variance. The
15

funnel plot was slightly asymmetric (see Appendix C Figure 1C). Trim-and-fill
procedures suggested that three studies with effect sizes to the left of mean were missing,
suggesting a publication bias that overestimates the true effect size of community-based
early intervention on cognitive results. The corrected average effect size was 0.24 (95%
CI 0.13-0.35).
Communication. Twenty-three groups from 17 studies (797 participants)
reported the results from eligible communication outcomes. Although Ben-Itzchak (2014)
also reported communication outcomes, this group was excluded from the analyses due to
the potential overlapping sample with Zachor and Ben-Itzchak (Zachor & Ben-Itzchak,
2010). There was variability in the effect of community-based EI on participants’ social
scores, with Hedges’s g ranging from -0.26 to 0.70. Seventeen groups (73.9%)
demonstrated significant positive effects, indicating improvement over baseline
communication scores. Six groups (26%) from six studies reported communication scores
that did not significantly change over the course of the intervention. The average effect
size was small (0.31, 95% CI 0.22 - 0.41, p < .001). See Appendix B Figure 2B for forest
plot. No outliers were identified.
The Q statistic indicated that there was significant heterogeneity among the
communication effect sizes (p < .001). The I2 value indicated a high level of
heterogeneity, with 85% of the variance in effect sizes attributable to between-study
variance. The funnel plot was symmetric (see Appendix C Figure 2C) and trim-and-fill
procedures did not suggest any missing studies.
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Social. Twenty-three groups from 17 studies (857 participants) reported the
results from eligible communication outcomes. Although Ben-Itzchak (2014) also
reported social outcomes, this group was exclude from analyses due to the potential
overlapping sample with Zachor and Ben-Itzchak (2010). There was variability in the
effect of community-based EI on participants’ social scores, with Hedges’s g ranging
from -0.96 to 0.75. Sixteen groups (69.6%) demonstrated significant positive effects,
indicating improvement over baseline social scores. Six groups (26%) from 5 studies
reported social scores that did not significantly change over the course of the
intervention. One study (Dawson et al., 2010) had a SAMD value less than -2.58, so this
study was excluded from subsequent analyses. The average effect size excluding this
outlier was small (0.26, 95% CI 0.14 - 0.37, p < .001), see Appendix B Figure 3B for
forest plot.
The Q statistic indicated that there was significant heterogeneity among the
communication effect sizes (p < .001). The I2 value indicated considerable heterogeneity,
with 88% of the variance in effect sizes attributable to between-study variance. The
funnel plot was symmetric (see Appendix C Figure 3C) and trim-and-fill procedures did
not suggest any missing studies.
Adaptive Behavior. Twenty-four groups from 19 studies (1,028 participants)
reported results from eligible adaptive behavior outcomes. There was variability in the
effect of community-based EI on participants’ adaptive behavior scores, with Hedges’s g
ranging from -1.25 to 0.95. Fourteen groups (60.9%) demonstrated significant positive
effects, indicating improvement over baseline social scores. Two groups (8.7%) from 2
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studies reported adaptive behavior scores that significantly decreased over the course of
the intervention. The adaptive behavior scores for the other eight groups (33.3%) did not
significantly change over the course of the intervention. One study (Dawson et al., 2010)
had a SAMD value less than -2.58, so this study was excluded from subsequent analyses.
The average effect size excluding this outlier was small (0.21, 95% CI 0.11 - 0.30, p <
.001). See Appendix B Figure 4B for the forest plot without this outlier.
The Q statistic indicated that there was significant heterogeneity among the
adaptive behavior effect sizes (p < .001). The I2 value indicated a high level of
heterogeneity, with 91% of the variance in effect sizes attributable to between-study
variance. The funnel plot was symmetric (see Appendix C Figure 4C) and trim-and-fill
procedures did not suggest any missing studies.
Moderator Analyses
As both the Q statistic and I2 index indicated significant heterogeneity of effect
sizes for all four outcomes, exploratory analyses of potential moderators were conducted.
These analyses assessed whether effect sizes differed based on the characteristics of the
included groups and interventions.
Study, sample, and intervention characteristics. Two intervention
characteristics were examined as potential categorical moderators: EI category and the
country in which intervention took place. As a reminder, EI category was defined as
follows: “Model” programs were intervention programs associated with universities
and/or hospitals, “TAU” programs were specific treatment as usual program, treatment as
usual from local school/agency, or standard educational provisions, and the “Variable EI”
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category included participants in a wait-list group, services as usual in the community
where participants received an unclear variety of different services and some participants
may not have gotten any services. Age of the sample at intake, intervention duration,
approximate hours of intervention, and year of publication were examined as continuous
variables. Year of publication was utilized as a proxy for the recency of the intervention,
as less than half of the groups reported when the intervention occurred.
Cognitive. As seen in Table 5, all three EI categories had significant positive
effect sizes. Children receiving intervention in Model EI programs made moderate gains
(Hedges’s g = 0.51), while children receiving treatment as usual and variable EI made
small gains (Hedges’s g = 0.25 and 0.24 respectively). The differences among the three
EI categories reached a marginal level of significance (p = 0.060). Interventions
conducted in the United States and United Kingdom had significant positive effects on
cognitive scores (Hedges’s g = 0.48 and 0.22 respectively) and the effects on cognitive
scores for interventions conducted in Norway reached marginal significance (p = 0.052).
Interventions conducted in Australia, Canada, Israel, and Italy did not have significant
effects on cognitive outcomes. These differences in outcomes among different countries
did not reach significance. The age of the sample at intake (based on the 18 groups that
reported this information), intervention duration, approximate total hours of intervention
(based on the 19 groups that reported this information), and year of publication were not
significantly associated with the effect sizes for cognitive outcomes (all p values > 0.4).
Communication. As seen in Table 5, Model and treatment as usual programs had
significant positive effects on communication outcomes (Hedges’s g = 0.41 and 0.31
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respectively), while children receiving variable EI did not make significant gains.
However these differences among EI categories did not reach significance. Interventions
conducted in Australia, Israel, Italy, and United States had significant positive effects on
communication scores (Hedges’s g range from 0.31 to 0.60), while those in Norway and
the United Kingdom did not. These differences among outcomes from different countries
reached marginal significance (p = 0.052). Based on meta-regression results, the age of
the sample at intake (based on the 22 groups that reported this information) was not
significantly associated with the effect sizes for communication outcomes (p = 0.51).
Year of intervention was positively associated with the effect size of communication
outcomes (slope = 0.04, p = 0.01). Intervention duration and approximate total
intervention hours were both negatively associated with effect sizes for communication
outcomes (slope = -0.01 and -0.0001 respectively, all ps < .05).
Social. As seen in Table 5, the effect sizes among the EI categories differed
significantly (p < .05). Model programs and treatment as usual programs has
significantly positive effects on social outcomes (Hedges’s g = 0.44 and 0.22
respectively), while variable EI did not (p = 0.9). Although interventions conducted in
Israel, Italy, and the United States had significantly positive effect sizes, and those
conducted in Australia, Norway, and the United Kingdom did not, the differences
between these outcomes did not reach significance. Based on meta-regression results, the
age of the sample at baseline (based on the 21 groups that reported this information), year
of publication, intervention duration, and total approximate intervention hours (based on
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the 19 studies that reported this information) were not significantly associated with the
effect sizes of social outcomes.
Adaptive behavior. As seen in Table 5, the effect sizes among EI categories
differed significantly. Model programs had a significantly positive average effect size
(Hedges’s g = 0.44), while treatment as usual programs and variable services had very
small effect sizes that did not reach significance. The country that the intervention took
place was also a significant moderator. Italy and the United States had significantly
positive effect sizes (Hedges’s g = 0.57 and 0.32, respectively), and Norway had a
positive effect size with a marginal level of significance (Hedges’s g = 0.26). The effect
sizes for Australia, Israel, Sweden, and the United Kingdom were not significant. Based
on meta-regression results, the age of the sample at intake (based on the 19 groups that
reported this information) and publication year were not significantly associated with the
effect sizes for adaptive behavior outcomes (p > .79). Intervention duration was
significantly negatively associated with effect sizes for adaptive behavior outcomes
(slope = -0.02, p = .001). Total approximate intervention hours (from the 18 groups that
reported this information) was also negatively associated with effect sizes for social
outcomes and reached marginal significance (slope = -0.0001, p = 0.07).
INSERT TABLE 5 HERE
Discussion
We found that the effect sizes associated with community-based intervention for
children with autism were small, ranging from 0.21 for adaptive behavior to 0.31 for
communication. These stand in stark contrast to those observed in university-based
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clinical trials, which find effect sizes of 0.4 to 1.2 for these same domains. It should be
noted that the effect sizes from these trials represent the difference between the treatment
and control groups, instead of the total effect size over time, which makes the difference
even greater between university-based clinical trials and community-based interventions.
Despite the low average effect sizes, a number of programs (e.g., Children’s
Toddler School, Rutgers Autism Program) showed strong outcomes that approached
those observed in clinical trials. As these programs were developed within the context of
community settings they offer the potential to be replicable and sustainable community
programs (Stahmer & Aarons, 2009).
Duration of intervention and total intervention hours were negatively associated
with communication and adaptive behavior outcomes, suggesting that more intervention
is not necessarily beneficial. These results highlight the potential importance of receiving
shorter-term quality interventions over longer ones, and highlight the importance of
ongoing monitoring of treatment response, so that intervention targets, strategies, or
programs can be adapted or changed if benefit is not observed after a limited duration
(National Autism Center, 2015).
Communication results improved over time, but not cognitive, social, or adaptive
behavior. This finding suggests that evidence-based practices are not making their way
into standard community care. However, this may be a result of restriction of range, as
most studies published prior to 2004 did not meet our inclusion criteria. Year of
publication may also have been a poor proxy for the year that data were collected.
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That programs associated with universities and hospitals had significantly better
outcomes than other types community programs suggests that expert or academic
involvement may bolster the effectiveness of EI programs. We were limited in our
ability to investigate this question further, as we excluded studies that were researchfunded replication, dissemination, or implementation studies in community settings
because they involved research support and did not reflect current standard care available
in community settings. However, these types of studies reflect an important step in
studying treatments in “progressively more genuine circumstances” (Chorpita, 2004;
Southam-Gerow, Silverman, & Kendall, 2006; Weisz, 2004) and would more directly
address the effectiveness of collaborations between academics and community practices
and ideal models of training and ongoing support.
A number of other study limitations should be noted. Uncontrolled effect sizes
should be interpreted with caution. We were limited in the characteristics of the
intervention models and the participants that we could include in our analysis. Next steps
include examining the role of other participant characteristics (e.g., baseline IQ, socioeconomic status), intervention (e.g., inclusion of parent training, use of manualized
intervention) and study characteristics (e.g., method of allocation to intervention). Parent
reported outcomes (i.e., the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales) may be biased towards
programs that include parent training/model programs. We also required standardized
scores, which may have resulted in important studies being excluded. Next steps include
exploring other outcome measures.
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Despite these limitations, these findings hold important implications. Foremost
are concerns regarding the difference in outcomes between children enrolled in research
trials and children who receive community-based intervention. There are a number of
possible reasons for this difference. First, smaller effects community-based interventions
could be due to insufficient translation of research into practice. For example, community
providers may lack opportunity for high quality training and supervision in the
interventions used in research trials. Second, community sites have fewer resources and
may be unable to implement complex, resource intensive programs. Third, the difference
in outcomes could be due to differences in characteristics of children and families
between community settings and research trials. Lord et al. (2005) point out that in
treatment studies that report demographic characteristics of participants, the
overwhelming majority are white and of relatively high socio-economic status. Families
that learn about and enroll in studies may have more resources, fewer obstacles, and more
motivation/skill. Finally, unlike research trials, community sites are often required to
accept all children and do not have exclusion criteria. Thus, community sites may be
more likely to work with more heterogeneous populations within the same program,
including differences in functioning, at-home support, family resources, native language,
and complex comorbidities.
More work is needed to improve outcomes for children with ASD receiving early
intervention in community settings.
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0.01
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Random Weighted Uncontrolled Effect Sizes and SAMDs

Table 3

0.58***

Eclectic

+ p < .08, * p < .05, ** p <.01, *** p < .001.
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Note: Bolded text indicates outlier excluded from subsequent analyses.

0.39***

PACTS
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TAU
Center-based
EBI
CB
HB
Wait-list
Community
SCA
Control
CTS
Eclectic
Control
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Control
Rutgers Autism

(Reed et al., 2010)
(Remington et al., 2007)
(Remington et al., 2007)
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(Rivard et al., 2014)
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(Salt et al., 2002)
(Schertz et al., 2013)
(Stahmer et al., 2011)
(Strauss et al., 2012)
(Tonge et al., 2014)
(Turner-Brown et al., 2016)
(Vivanti et al., 2014)
(Weiss, 1999)
(Zachor & Ben-Itzchak,
2010)
(Zachor & Ben-Itzchak,
2010)
0.25

0.15

0.58

0.39

1.05

0.58

Cognitive
Communication
Social
Hedges’s SAMD Hedges’s SAMD Hedges’s SAMD
g
g
g
0.35+
0.00
0.37*** 0.04
-0.07
-0.93
-0.23*
-1.30
0.32*** -0.14
0.45***
0.37
0.19*
-0.04
0.24***
-0.19
-0.30*** -1.31
0.33***
0.05
0.21*
0.00
0.28**
-0.26
0.42***
0.39
0.06
-0.50
-0.24
-0.87
0.75***
0.86
-0.05
-0.58
0.67*** 1.55
0.54***
1.05
0.45***
1.13
0.06
-0.55
0.56***
0.53
0.58***
0.79
0.15+
-0.59
0.26*
-0.15
0.54***
0.94
0.37*
0.04
0.33**
-0.05
0.37***
0.15
0.26**
0.12

ABA

Group

Study

0.03
-0.29
0.90
0.99
0.09
1.70

0.16***
-0.02
0.35***
0.62***
0.19***
0.95***

Adaptive Behavior
Hedges’s SAMD
g
-0.07
-0.38

Table 4
Random Effects Models
Outcome
Cognitive

Total (all
studies)
Total
(outlier
excluded)
Total
(trim-and-fill
correction)
Communication Total (all
studies)
Total
(outlier
excluded)
Total (trimand-fill
correction)
Social
Total (all
studies)
Total
(outlier
excluded)
Total (trimand-fill
correction)
Adaptive
Total (all
Behavior
studies)
Total
(outlier
excluded)
Total
(trim-and-fill
correction)

n
22
21

Hedges’s 95%
g
CI
0.35*** 0.230.48
0.30*** 0.200.40

Q(df)

I2

203.09(21)***

89.66

120.37(20)***

83.38

0.24

0.130.35

194.63

0.31***

0.220.41

149.27(22)***

85.26

23

0.21**

235.23(22)***

90.65

22

0.26***

0.080.34
0.140.37

177.19(21)***

88.15

0.05 0.26
0.11 0.30

314.40(23)***

92.68

249.42(22)***

91.18

23
NA
NA

NA
24

0.16**

23

0.21***

NA

Note: CI = confidence interval; n = studies included, NA = Not applicable.
* p < .05, ** p <.01, *** p < .001.
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Table 5
Analyses of Moderation for Uncontrolled Effect Sizes
Outcome

Moderator

Cognitive

EI category
Model
TAU
Variable EI
Country

Hedges’s
g
4
13
4

0.51***
0.25***
0.24*
0.08

CA

1

0.32

IS

1 -0.03

NO
UK
US
EI category
Model
TAU
Variable EI
Country
AU

Q(df)

p

0.32 - 0.71
0.13 - 0.36
0.02 - 0.45
11.17(6) 0.083

3

Country
AU
IS
IT

95% CI

5.62(2) 0.060+

AU

IT
NO
UK
US
Communication EI category
Model
TAU
Variable EI

Social

k

2
2
4
8

0.23
0.30+
0.22*
0.48***

7
11

0.41***
0.31***

-0.17 0.33
-0.07 0.71
-0.47 0.41
-0.06 0.52
0.00 - 0.60
0.00 - 0.45
0.33 - 0.64
3.03(2) 0.219

5

0.18

5
2
2

0.33***
0.48**
0.60***

2

0.26

4
8

0.01
0.31***

7
12
3

0.44***
0.22**
0.01

0.24 - 0.59
0.17 - 0.45
-0.03 0.38
10.98(5) 0.052+
0.16 - 0.50
0.19 - 0.78
0.31 - 0.89
-0.05 0.56
-0.23 0.26
0.17 - 0.46
7.37(2) 0.025*
0.26 - 0.63
0.08 - 0.36
-0.25 0.28
3.21(5) 0.668

5

0.18
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-0.08 0.43

Outcome

Adaptive
Behavior

Moderator
IS
IT
NO

2
2
2

Hedges’s
g
0.48*
0.49*
0.15

UK

4

0.21

7

0.24*

US
EI category
Model

k

95% CI

Q(df)

p

0.07 - 0.89
0.08 - 0.90
-0.27 0.57
-0.11 0.53
0.03 - 0.46
12.70(2) 0.002**

8

0.44***

TAU
13

0.08

2

0.13

Variable EI

0.28 –
0.60
-0.04 –
0.20
-0.15 –
0.41

Country

17.71(6) 0.007**

AU

1

0.19

IS

1

0.03

IT

2

0.57***

NO
SW

2
2

0.26+
0.06

UK
US

7 -0.02
8 0.32***

0.08 –
0.32
-0.07 0.11
0.45 –
0.60
-0.10 –
0.51
0.01 – 0.11
-0.15 –
0.18
0.14 – 0.38

Note: AU = Australia, CA = Canada, CO = Country, EI: Early intervention, UK = United
Kingdom, IT = Italy, IS = Israel, NO = Norway, SW = Sweden, TAU: Treatment as usual,
US = United States.
+ p <.08, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.
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Figure 1. PRISMA Flow Diagram
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Appendix A
PsycINFO Search Strategy
((TI,AB(infant OR infancy OR toddler OR toddlers OR "young children" OR "early
intervention" OR preschool* OR pre-schooler) OR SU(Infancy OR Preschool OR "early
childhood education" OR "early intervention" OR "young children" OR toddlers OR
"autistic young children" OR "infants and children")) AND (SU("treatment" OR
"behavior modification" OR "behavior therapy" OR "contingency management" OR
"token economy programs" OR "classroom behavior management" OR "fading
conditioning" OR "omission conditioning" OR "omission training" OR "overcorrection"
OR "bibliotherapy" OR "milieu therapy" OR "mulitmodal treatment approach" OR "early
intervention") OR (TI,AB(mediated OR implemented) NEAR/3 (TI,AB(parent* OR
caregiver* OR maternal* OR paternal* OR mother* OR father*)) AND
(TI,AB(intervention OR treatment OR training OR program OR therapy))) OR
TI,AB("behavio*r modification" OR "behavio*r* analysis" OR reinforcement OR
prompting OR "time delay" OR "functional communication" OR "picture exchange
communication system" OR "PECS" OR extinction OR "task analysis" OR "work
system" OR "structured teaching" OR "environment* modification*" OR "natural
language paradigm" OR "visual supports" OR "response interruption" OR "redirection"
OR "Denver Model" OR "TEACCH" OR "ABA" OR "DTT" OR "PRT" OR "SCERTS"
OR "Social Communication Emotional Regulation Transactional Support" OR "verbal
behavio*r" OR "CABAS" OR Hanen OR "More than words" OR "floortime" OR "floortime" OR "RDI" OR "DIR" OR "developmental individual difference relationship52

based") OR (TI,AB(intervention OR treatment OR program OR programme OR
programs OR programmes OR training OR teaching OR therapy OR learning OR
instruction) NEAR/3 (ti,ab(early OR individual OR intensive OR incidental OR
reciprocal OR development* OR behavio*r* OR parent* OR caregiver* OR care-giver*
OR mother* OR father* OR family OR families OR maternal* OR paternal* OR
effectiveness OR efficacy OR milieu OR home OR clinic OR naturalistic OR antecedent
OR "discrete trial" OR "pivotal response" OR "joint attention" OR "play" OR
"communication" OR outcome)))) AND TI,AB(autis* OR "ASD" OR "ASDs" OR
"PDD" OR "PDDs" OR "PDD-NOS" OR "pervasive development* disorder*"))
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Appendix B

Figure 1B. Forest plot of uncontrolled random effects sizes and 95% confidence intervals
for cognitive results. The red diamond indicates the overall effect size.
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Figure 2B. Forest plot of uncontrolled random effects sizes and 95% confidence intervals
for communication results. The red diamond indicates the overall effect size.
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Figure 3B. Forest plot of uncontrolled random effects sizes and 95% confidence intervals
for social results. The red diamond indicates the overall effect size.
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Figure 4B. Forest plot of uncontrolled random effects sizes and 95% confidence intervals
for adaptive behavior results. The red diamond indicates the overall effect size.
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Appendix C
Funnel Plot of Standard Error by Hedges's g
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Figure 1C. Funnel plot of standard error by Hedges’s g for cognitive results. White
circles indicate observed groups, the white diamond indicates the overall random weight
effect size for the observed groups. Black circles indicate missing studies suggested by
trim-and-fill procedures, the black diamond indicates the corrected average effect size
including these studies.
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Funnel Plot of Standard Error by Hedges's g
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Figure 2C. Funnel plot of standard error by Hedges’s g for communication results. White
circles indicate observed groups, the white diamond indicates the overall random
weighted effect size for the observed groups. The black diamond indicates the overall
random weighted effect size adjusted for any missing studies.
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Funnel Plot of Standard Error by Hedges's g
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Figure 3C. Funnel plot of standard error by Hedges’s g for social results. White circles
indicate observed groups, the white diamond indicates the overall random weighted effect
size for the observed groups. The black diamond indicates the overall random weighted
effect size adjusted for any missing studies.
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Funnel Plot of Standard Error by Hedges's g
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Figure 4C. Funnel plot of standard error by Hedges’s g for adaptive behavior results.
White circles indicate observed groups, the white diamond indicates the overall random
weighted effect size for the observed groups. The black diamond indicates the overall
random weighted effect size adjusted for any missing studies.
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CHAPTER 2: The Effects of Preschool Characteristics on Outcomes for Children with
Autism Spectrum Disorder Receiving Community-based Early Intervention
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Abstract
Seventy-nine preschoolers with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD, 66 males, mean age =
44.8 (6.9) months) received community-based preschool early intervention (EI) in an
urban school district and were followed for nine months. EI provider use of
recommended intervention practices for young children with ASD was observed at each
child’s primary intervention setting (n per setting type: Autism-Only = 28, Mixed
Disability = 25, Inclusion = 26). Autism-Only settings demonstrated the best
implementation of classroom structure, classroom environment, and curriculum and
instruction recommended practices, while Inclusion settings were better at supporting
social and peer relationships. The implementation of practices to support social and peer
relationships emerged as a unique predictor of cognitive gains after participation in
community-based preschool EI for nine months, and was particularly beneficial for
children with lower initial receptive language skills. The implications for research and
practice are discussed.
Keywords: Autism Spectrum Disorders, preschool, early intervention, community
settings
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The Effects of Preschool Characteristics on Outcomes for Children with Autism
Spectrum Disorder Receiving Community-based Early Intervention
The purpose of this study was to examine the outcomes of preschool children with
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) receiving community-based early intervention services
and to determine what characteristics of those services and settings were associated with
positive outcomes. Children receiving high-quality early intervention (EI) services can
make large gains in cognitive, communication, and adaptive behaviors skills, with
positive long term effects (McEachin, Smith, & Lovaas, 1993; Reichow, Barton, Boyd, &
Hume, 2012; Rogers & Vismara, 2008; Weitlauf et al., 2014). Most studies
demonstrating these gains were conducted in university-based research settings using
expert clinicians and examined the outcomes of highly manualized interventions. These
studies provide little insight into the extent to which outcomes from community practice
mirror those found in university-based trials.
As Kasari and Smith (2013) note, the large majority of children served in public
schools are not represented in studies typifying the “evidence base” because the large
majority of studies are of small size, include homogeneous samples. In addition, these
studies also often exclude children with ASD who test as lower functioning, nonverbal,
and non-English speaking, and who have multiple disabilities. Emerging research is
beginning to demonstrate that evidence-based interventions (EBIs) can be disseminated
to, and implemented in, community settings (Kasari et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2010;
Vivanti et al., 2014) and that community providers can be trained in EBIs (Lawton &
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Kasari, 2012; Shire & Kasari, 2014) with heavy expert support. However, these results
do not address current community practices.
Studying intervention as it is delivered in community settings can provide
important insights into which practices have the potential to be most effective in the
context of the resources available in these settings (Stahmer & Aarons, 2009). However,
few studies have measured both the type and quality of intervention in community-based
settings and the associated outcomes for participants, or have included diverse samples
that represent the full range of backgrounds and levels of functioning of children with
ASD. This small body of research suggests that evidence-based interventions for youth
with ASD are rarely found in community settings where most youth with ASD receive
services (Wood, McLeod, Klebanoff, & Brookman-Frazee, 2015). Previous studies have
surveyed EI providers about which practices they use (Stahmer, Collings, & Palinkas,
2005), and have found that often their practices do not mirror the evidence-base.
Interpretations of the extant literature on community-based EI for children with ASD is
further limited in that many studies were retrospective (Flanagan, Perry, & Freeman,
2012; Perry et al., 2008), or lacked a comparison group, relied on outcomes only from
one program, type of intervention, or intervention setting (Ben Itzchak & Zachor, 2009;
Eapen, Črnčec, & Walter, 2013; Fernell et al., 2011; Magiati, Charman, & Howlin, 2007;
Stahmer, Akshoomoff, & Cunningham, 2011).
EI settings vary considerably in the extent to which the intervention delivered
mirrors the interventions studied in the evidence base. A second dimension on which they
vary is the extent to which children with ASD interact with typically developing children.
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Although consistent opportunities to interact with typically developing peers often are a
recommended practice for young children with ASD (Koegel, Robinson, & Koegel,
2009; National Research Council, 2001; Strain, Wolery, & Izeman, 1998; Tsai, 1998),
and the few studies of inclusive preschool programs for children with ASD suggest that
preschoolers with ASD can make gains in cognitive, academic, language, functional and
social skills when placed with their typically developing peers (Ferraioli & Harris, 2011;
Odom et al., 2004; Schwartz, Sandall, McBride, & Boulware, 2004; Strain & Bovey,
2011), there remains debate about the appropriateness of inclusive settings for children
with ASD (Barned, Knapp, & Neuharth-Pritchett, 2011; Lowenthal, 1999; Mesibov &
Shea, 1996; Odom et al., 2006). Most research to date has evaluated interventions
implemented in more segregated settings (such as individual services provided in homes
or clinics, or in classrooms consisting only children with ASD) that do not routinely offer
such opportunities (National Research Council, 2001; Odom, Collet-Klingenberg,
Rogers, & Hatton, 2010), and has not compared inclusive to non-inclusive settings. The
few comparative studies of these types of settings types are inconclusive (Boyd et al.,
2014; Harris, Handleman, Kristoff, Bass, & Gordon, 1990).
To our knowledge, only one study has examined how different community-based
EI setting characteristics are associated with child outcomes. Nahmias and colleagues
(2014) found that children with ASD who received preschool early intervention in
inclusive placements had higher cognitive scores when they started elementary school
than children who received early intervention in more restrictive placements. This was
particularly the case for children with baseline higher communication skills, lower social66

emotional skills, and lower adaptive behavior skills. The authors hypothesized that
inclusive placements provide more opportunities to interact with typically developing
peers, which, in turn, may be associated with better outcomes, but they lacked the data to
test this hypothesis. This study also was hampered by its retrospective design and limited
characterization of both children and intervention.
Across intervention programs, children with ASD vary in their response to
treatment, and although a priority for parents and providers alike, predicting which
children will respond to which intervention remains a challenge. In addition to the
moderators reported by Nahmias and colleagues (2014), language abilities (Gordon et al.,
2011; Kasari, Paparella, Freeman, & Jahromi, 2008), social-communication skills (Kasari
et al., 2008; Yoder & Stone, 2006b, 2006a), adaptive behavior (Eldevik et al., 2010;
Flanagan et al., 2012; Remington et al., 2007), IQ (Eldevik et al., 2010; Harris &
Handleman, 2000; Magiati et al., 2007; Perry et al., 2011; Remington et al., 2007), object
exploration (Carter et al., 2011; Yoder & Stone, 2006b, 2006a), age (Flanagan et al.,
2012; Harris & Handleman, 2000; Perry et al., 2011), and autism severity (Gordon et al.,
2011; Remington et al., 2007) have emerged as potential moderators of outcomes for
young children with ASD in some studies of various treatment programs. Their
interaction with characteristics of preschool settings in predicting outcomes, however, has
not been examined prospectively.
We built on the study by Nahmias and colleagues (2014) and other research by
following preschoolers with ASD as they received publicly-funded preschool early
intervention services provided across the full range of EI placements (i.e., inclusive,
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mixed-disability, autism-only) in one city. We carefully characterized children at
baseline, measured characteristics of the intervention they received, and assessed
outcomes at 9 months. This study takes advantage of the variation in intervention
practices in community settings, and provides insight into characteristics of interventions
most associated with positive outcomes. Findings from the present study will provide a
benchmark against which to measure future progress in community-based interventions,
and to the extent that certain intervention characteristics are associated with better
outcomes, it can lead to experimental studies of what works best in community settings.

Methods
Participants
The sample consists of children with ASD receiving preschool early intervention
in an urban school district. Participants were assigned to intervention services based on
standard community practices in a naturalistic study design. Children were eligible to
enroll in this study if they: 1) were between 36 and 59 months of age; 2) had a
documented diagnosis of ASD; and 3) received services through the public preschool EI
or behavioral health system. Exclusion criteria were: 1) caregivers do not speak English
or 2) either the caregiver or EI provider for a given child does not consent to participate.
The sample was recruited on a rolling basis through the preschool early intervention
system from July 2014 to August 2016.
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Procedure
Children were assessed at two time points: “T1” at entry to the study and “T2”
after 9 months of preschool early intervention services. This time frame of 9 months was
selected because it is the standard length of the academic year.
Measures
Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL). Our primary outcome measure was
the Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen, 1995) a standardized, reliable, and valid
measure of early cognitive development for children from birth to 68 months old. The
Early Learning Composite (ELC) is based on 4 MSEL scales (visual reception (VR), fine
motor (FM), expressive language (EL), and receptive language (RL)). The Mullen covers
the full age range of our sample. Because more than half of the sample had T-scores
below 20 on the Receptive and Expressive Language scales at baseline, developmental
quotients were calculated by dividing the age equivalent by the child’s chronological age
in months and multiplying by 100 as previously done in the ASD literature (see
Chawarska, Klin, Paul, Macari, & Volkmar, 2009; Eapen, Črnčec, & Walter, 2013; Kaale,
Smith, & Sponheim, 2012). For the ELC, the developmental quotient was calculated by
first averaging the age equivalences of the VR, FM, EL, and RL scales. The change on
the MSEL ELC DQ between baseline and follow-up was used as the primary dependent
variable. MSEL EL and RL scores were explored as predictors of treatment response.
Educational Program Review. Our primary independent variables were derived
from the Educational Program Review (EPR), a measure of classroom characteristics that
was developed specifically for characterizing settings in which children with autism
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receive early intervention. It is also known as the PDA Program Assessment (Professional
Development in Autism Center, 2008), and has been validated (Hume et al., 2011) and
used in other studies of preschool intervention (Boyd et al., 2014). The EPR consists of
seven subscales describing recommended practices for children with ASD: Teaming,
Classroom Structure, Classroom Environment, Curriculum and Instruction, Social/Peer
Relationships, Management of Challenging Behaviors, and Building a Positive
Instructional Climate. Items are rated on a 1-5 scale from 1 = “Minimal/no
implementation,” 3 = “Partial Implementation,” to 5= “Full implementation” by a rater
based on a 60-minute direct observation and a teacher/EI provider interview. Postdoctoral fellows, graduate students, and research assistants were trained to reliability by
an expert coder. Two scales (Management of Challenging Behaviors and Teaming) were
not included in analyses due to insufficient interrater reliability and missing data,
respectively. The remaining five scales demonstrated excellent interrater reliability, as
they were all above .75 (Fleiss, 1986). The intraclass correlations (ICC) Type 1,1 for
each scale were as follows: Classroom Structure = .81, Classroom environment = .91,
Curriculum and Instruction = .88, Social/Peer Relationships = .94, and Building a
Positive Instructional Climate = .78. Setting type was also used as an independent
variable and was coded as: home, Autism-only, Mixed-Disability, or Inclusion based on
teacher report during the EPR. The EPR was conducted in the intervention setting that
the participant spent the most time in at the approximate halfway point of the study.
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule 2nd Edition (ADOS). The Autism
Diagnostic Observation Schedule-2nd Edition (Lord et al., 2012) is a semi-structured
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play-based assessment considered to be the gold-standard observational measure for
assessing the presence of ASD. The ADOS was administered by a graduate student or
post-doctoral fellow in psychology trained to research reliability and supervised by a
licensed clinical psychologist. Calibrated Severity Scores were used in analyses.
Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ). The Social Communication
Questionnaire (Rutter, Bailey, & Lord, 2003) is a brief parent questionnaire that evaluates
the presence of ASD based on questions from the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised
(Lord, Rutter, & Le Couteur, 1994). Raw scores were used as a measure of parentreported ASD symptoms.
Adaptive Behavior Assessment System- 2nd Edition (ABAS). Children’s
functioning was measured using the Adaptive Behavior Assessment System- 2nd Edition
(Harrison & Oakland, 2003), a parent-report questionnaire used to assess adaptive
behavior in the home. Subscales include communication, social, and daily living skills,
which can be combined into a global adaptive composite. Due to our previous work
suggesting the potential role of adaptive behavior and social-emotional skills in
moderating treatment effects (Nahmias et al., 2014), standard scores from the Social
composite and Global Adaptive Composite were explored as moderators in analyses.
Developmental Play Assessment (DPA). The DPA was adapted from (Lifter,
Gitlin-Weiner, Sandgrund, & Schafer, 2000) to measure children’s interest in playing with
objects and toys. This measure was administered as described in Carter et al. (2011).
Briefly, an assessor presented two standard sets of toys within the child’s reach for
approximately 3.5 minutes each during a free-play session. The number of toys with
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which children used differentiated play at Time 1 was coded by raters trained to
reliability. Undifferentiated actions (e.g., mouthing, banging, shaking, close inspection)
were not coded. Inter-rater reliability of object interest (i.e., number of toys played with)
was excellent (ICC (1,1) = .93). Object interest was explored as a moderator due to its
association with treatment gains in other studies (Carter et al., 2011; Yoder & Stone,
2006b, 2006a).
Demographic questionnaire. We also collected demographic data from parents
and teachers/EI providers to use as covariates in analyses.
Analytic strategy
First, we conducted One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for continuous
variables and chi square tests for dichotomous variables by site type. Bonferroni
corrected post-hoc comparisons were utilized to explore differences by setting type on
continuous variables. Cohen’s d was utilized as an effect size metric. Cohen’s d can be
interpreted as follows: 0.2 as small, 0.5 as medium, and 0.8 as large (Cohen, 1988). A
paired t-test was used to assess change over time across all participants. Next, we used
linear regression to examine the effects of child characteristics (e.g., baseline scores,
demographic features) and setting characteristics (e.g., EPR scales, setting type) on
changes in the MSEL ELC. We first examined unadjusted models to determine which
putative moderators and covariates would be included in the final adjusted model.
Variables with a bivariate association with the outcome significant at p £ .20 were
included in the multiple regression model. This screening criteria for initial variable
selection is based on the recommendation of Hosmer, Lemeshow, and Sturdivant (2013)
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who have found that the use of a more traditional p-value (such as 0.05) often fails to
identify variables known to be important and influential confounders, while the use of a
higher p-value has the disadvantage of including variables of questionable importance.
Standardized DFBETAs were examined to assess for influential outliers. We then tested
for interactions between setting and EPR subscales with proposed child characteristic
moderators of interest. Variables were mean-centered prior to the creation of the
interaction term to facilitate interpretation and reduce collinearity. Significant interactions
were then probed for regions of significance utilizing the method described by Preacher,
Curran, and Bauer (2006). The region of significance defines the specific values of a
moderator at which the regression of an outcome (i.e., MSEL ELC change) on a focal
predictor (e.g., setting type, EPR scale) moves from non-significance to significance. If a
region of significance contains no data, that region is considered uninterpretable.
Results
Sample description
Children. Eighty-six participants had sufficient data to be included in the analytic
sample (i.e., completed the MSEL at T1 and T2 and the EPR). As only seven participants
received EI primarily in a home setting, this group was excluded. Descriptive statistics
for the analyzed sample of 79 children can be found in Table 1. At the time of the EPR,
28 participants received services in an Autism Only setting, 25 in a Mixed Disability
setting, and 26 in an Inclusion setting. The participants were predominately male (84%),
the plurality were black (44%) and most had a household income below $40,000 (58%).
Seventy-nine percent met autism spectrum cut-off scores based on the ADOS. As seen in
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Table 1 some baseline participant characteristics varied by setting, including sex and
participation in birth-to-3 EI services (all ps < .05). Children in Inclusion settings had
significantly higher receptive language, expressive language and cognitive skills based on
the MSEL, and significantly higher adaptive behavior and social skills based on the
ABAS, than did children in the other two settings (all ps < .05). Children in Autism Only
settings had significantly higher clinician-rated ASD symptoms based on the ADOS and
younger age of ASD diagnosis than children in the other two settings (all ps < .05).
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE.
Teacher/EI providers. Forty-two providers out of 66 participating providers
completed the teacher/EI provider demographic questionnaire. As seen in Table 2,
teachers and EI providers were largely female (79%), white (59%), and reported
receiving regular autism training (45%). Most providers also identified their current role
as a Special Education preschool teacher (64%).
INSERT TABLE 2 HERE.
Use of Recommended Practices by Setting
As seen in Figure 1, the use of recommended practices based on the EPR showed
large differences among the setting types. Autism Only settings had significantly better
implementation of classroom structure, classroom environment, and curriculum and
instruction recommended practices than Inclusion settings (all ps < .05, d = 1.8, 0.9, 1.5,
respectively). Mixed Disability settings had significantly better implementation of
classroom structure (p < .05, d = 1.1) and curriculum and instruction (p < .05, d = 0.9)
practices than Inclusion settings, but worse implementation of classroom structure than
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Autism Only settings (p < .05, d = -0.9). Inclusion settings had significantly better
implementation of recommended strategies to support social and peer relationships than
the other settings (all ps < .05, d = 1.7 for Autism Only and 1.0 for Mixed Disability).
INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE.
Cognitive Outcomes
Full sample. Participants across all three groups improved in the Mullen ELC
score between Time 1 (Mean = 54.12, SD = 19.59) and Time 2 (Mean = 56.64, SD =
20.15, t (78) = -2.4, p = .02), but this effect was small (d = 0.3)
Unadjusted models. Table 3 presents the results of the regression analyses in
predicting change in overall cognitive ability (as measured by the MSEL ELC). In
unadjusted analyses, no measures significantly predicted changes in Mullen ELC scores,
including the child characteristics that the groups differed on at baseline.
Adjusted models. Table 3 presents the results of the adjusted regression analysis
predicting change in MSEL ELC. In the adjusted analysis, in which only variables with a
bivariate statistical significance of p < 0.2 were included, only the use of recommended
practices supporting social and peer relationships significantly predicted children’s
cognitive outcome at p < 0.05. Each point increase on the EPR Social/Peer Relationships
scale was associated with a 4.40 point average increase in MSEL ELC change score.
There were no significant main effects for setting type.
INSERT TABLE 3 HERE.
Interactions. Of the initial putative moderators, only receptive language on the
MSEL met criteria for inclusion in the adjusted model. As presented in Figure 2,
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receptive language significantly moderated the relationship between the implementation
of recommended practices to support social and peer relationships (based on the EPR)
and cognitive changes (B = -0.14, SE = 0.05, p = .005). Only the lower region of
significance was interpretable, such that for children with baseline MSEL RL
developmental quotients below 56.35, children with lower baseline receptive language
scores made greater gains on the MSEL ELC in settings with higher EPR Social/Peer
Relationship Scale scores. Although the interaction between baseline MSEL Receptive
Language and Autism Only as compared to Inclusion settings was also significant (B =
0.21, SE = 0.10, p < .05), none of the regions of significance were interpretable (see
Appendix A for figure).
INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE.
Discussion
The present study provides some of the most rigorous observational evidence to
date of both expected outcomes across a variety of community-based early intervention
programs and the association of characteristics of these programs with children’s
cognitive outcomes.
The main effects and moderation results by setting from our earlier work
(Nahmias et al., 2014) were not replicated when controlling for implementation of
recommended practices to support social/peer relationships. One possible explanation for
this discrepancy in findings may be related to our use of different measures (i.e., MSEL
and ABAS instead of DAYC (Voress & Maddox, 1998) and DAS (Elliott, 2007)) over
shorter intervention period (i.e., 9.3 months vs. 2.1 years) than our previous study.
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Future research should explore longer-term impacts of community-based early
intervention.
Settings that served only children with ASD had better implementation of almost
all recommended practices, but only implementation of strategies to support social/peer
relationships (more common in inclusion settings) was significantly associated with
overall cognitive gains. It may be that use of recommended classroom structure,
curriculum and instruction, and classroom environment strategies are associated with
gains in domains not assessed in this study (e.g., challenging behaviors, academic
readiness). A previous study (Boyd et al., 2014) demonstrated that community programs
with at least partial implementation based on the EPR (average scores above 3) had
significant improvements in autism characteristics and severity, communication, and fine
motor skills (cognitive skills were not directly explored as an outcome). Another possible
explanation this pattern of results may be that community providers need more
training/support to appropriately individualize and tailor their use of the variety the
recommended practices they were implementing (Kasari & Smith, 2016).
The development of social relationships is an important part of typical
development as well as for children with ASD (Frankel et al., 2010; Kasari, Locke,
Ishijima, & Kretzmann, 2013). Research (McConnell, 2002; National Autism Center,
2015; Odom et al., 2010) has demonstrated that interventions targeting social skills can
lead to gains in those skills as well as language. Less research has explored the effect
that targeting social and peer relationships has on cognitive outcomes. One exception is a
RCT comparing training in a comprehensive treatment model (LEAP) that includes peer77

mediated interventions as a core component to a manual-only condition, which
demonstrated significant cognitive gains (in addition to improved language, reduced
autism symptom severity, improved social behavior and reduced problem behavior)
compared with a comparison condition (Strain & Bovey, 2011). It may be that
supporting social and peer relationships leads to improved attention when interacting
with others, resulting in improved performance during the Mullen. Previous research with
elementary school children without ASD (McClelland, Morrison, & Holmes, 2000) found
associations between learning-related social skills and later academic performance. In
elementary school-aged children with ASD (Pellecchia et al., 2016), baseline parent
reported social phobia symptoms was associated with cognitive gains. As socialcommunication differences are one of the core diagnostic features of ASD (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013), it may be that by targeting the core social deficit leads to
increased learning opportunities and generalization of gains by enabling children with
ASD to take more advantage of interactions with peers that model age-appropriate
behavior, social, play, and language skills.
We found that better implementation of recommended practices to support social
and peer relationships was associated with greater cognitive gains for all children with
ASD in our sample, and especially those lower baseline receptive language skills. This
suggests that a common educational approach of placing most children with ASD in
segregated education settings (Strain, 2017), may be missing an opportunity to maximize
cognitive gains in early intervention. As Pellecchia and colleagues (2016) suggested in
regards to school-based interventions elementary-age children with ASD, programs may
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need to adapt their educational approach, as addressing social impairment and supporting
social interactions may be a necessary precursor or adjunct to improving response to
intervention. Programs in which EI provider supported social and peer relationships are
less common (e.g., more restrictive placements) may want to consider incorporating
supported instruction with peers for all children with ASD, regardless of baseline
functioning level. If opportunities for social and peer relationships are not available as
part of a child’s publicly funded EI program, families may want to consider pursuing
additional programming.
As some of the very early items on the Receptive Language scale of the Mullen
Scales of Early Learning could also be conceptualized as relating to attention (e.g., reacts
reflexively to loud noise, alerts to sound, attends to words and movement), a possible
alternate explanation is that very low baseline receptive language scores were indications
of poor attention skills or behavioral challenges during testing. In a sensitivity analysis,
the percentage of time the child was observed to be on task during a 10-minute
observation of the child in his or her early intervention placement was included as a
covariate in the adjusted model for the 70 participants that this measure was available for.
The EPR Social/Peer Relationships scale and the interaction between the EPR
Social/Peer Relationships scale and MSEL Receptive Language scores remained
significant, with similar coefficients as in the model that did not include on task behavior
(see Appendix B). The addition of observed on task behavior accounted for an additional
7.7% of the variance in MSEL ELC change scores, and was a significant predictor of
large cognitive changes (B = 11.94, SE = 4.5, p = .01). This suggests that children’s
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abilities to sustain attention and participate in the learning opportunities in their EI
placement (or how well their EI placement facilitates this for them) is an important
predictor of cognitive gains across setting types. In addition, even controlling for
observed on-task behavior during intervention programming, supporting social and peer
relationships remains an important contributor to cognitive gains, especially for children
low receptive language skills.
This study has several limitations that warrant mentioning. First, as this was a
naturalistic study, children were not randomly assigned to placements, so unmeasured
contributors cannot be ruled out. Due to the challenges inherent with working with lowresource families (e.g., phone disconnection), we were unable to collect all measures
from all participants. Our measurement of the intervention received was limited to a
snapshot of the child’s intervention programming, so we may not have fully captured the
full extent of the intervention they received across the 9 months.
Despite these limitations, there are promising future directions for this research.
The use of recommended practices to support social and peer relationships emerged as a
particularly important set of practices associated with cognitive gains in communitybased preschool EI. Further examination of specific practices to test utilizing better
controlled studies (e.g., randomized controlled trials) is warranted. In addition, strategies
that support children’s on-task behavior and ability to access the EI curriculum may
warrant further research.
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Male**
Birth-3 EI*
Race/Ethnicity
White
Black
Hispanic
Mixed
Maternal Education
Did not complete High School

Time 1 Age (months)
Time 1 MSEL Receptive Language DQ**
Time 1 MSEL Expressive Language DQ**
Time 1 MSEL Early Learning Composite DQ***
ABAS General Adaptive Composite**
ABAS Social **
ADOS Severity Score**
Social Communication Questionnaire
DPA object interest
Age of Diagnosis (years)***

Child Participant Characteristics

Table 1
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1

1

3.70

6
12
-

4.55

24.00
48.00
-

Mixed Disability
M
SD
43.16
6.08
41.13I
23.08
42.98I
21.95
I
50.39
15.69
57.83I
9.87
60.39I
9.12
A
6.04
1.51
19.33
5.44
5.56
1.62
A
2.97
0.60
n
%
25 100.00
17
70.83

8 28.57
11 39.29
-

Autism Only
M
SD
46.29
6.93
36.18I
23.08
40.51I
24.67
I
46.92
18.76
55.46I
8.37
58.63I
9.45
M,I
7.86
1.51
20.19
5.84
5.13
1.96
M,I
2.23
0.79
n
%
24 85.71
26 92.86

Tables

0

0.00

4 15.38
12 46.15
-

Inclusion
M
SD
44.65
7.54
59.00A,M 27.19
63.52A,M 23.90
65.44A,M 19.39
67.25A,M 15.03
70.67A,M 15.77
6.46A
2.32
17.44
5.90
5.41
1.59
A
3.05
0.74
n
%
17 65.38
23 92.00

2

18
35
11
12

2.67

22.78
44.30
13.92
15.19

Total
M
SD
44.76 6.92
45.26 26.14
48.87 25.49
54.12 19.59
60.21 12.43
63.27 12.89
6.82 1.96
19.01 5.78
5.34 1.73
2.72 0.80
n
%
66 83.54
66 85.71

75

79
77
79

79
79
79
79
71
71
79
76
64
75

N

2
10
2
7
1
0
10
9
1
4

0.00
25.00
12.50
20.83
29.17
12.50

7 25.93
7 25.93
2 7.41
11 40.74

0
6
3
5
7
3
41.67
37.50
4.17
16.67

9.09
45.45
9.09
31.82
4.55
0.00

Mixed Disability
n
%
6
27.27
3
13.64
5
22.73
5
22.73
2
9.09

6
5
4
10

24.00
20.00
16.00
40.00

2 8.33
10 41.67
1 4.17
8 33.33
2 8.33
1 4.17

Inclusion
n
%
6 23.08
2 7.69
6 23.08
8 30.77
4 15.38

Total
N
n
%
16 21.33
10 13.33
18 24.00
17 22.67
12 16.00
70
4 5.71
26 37.14
6 8.57
20 28.57
10 14.29
4 5.71
76
23 30.26
21 27.63
7 9.21
25 32.89

* = group difference p < .05, ** = group difference p < .01, *** = group difference p < .001.
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Play Assessment, MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning,

System-2nd Edition, ADOS = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule- 2nd Edition, EI = early intervention, DPA = Developmental

different than Mixed Disability setting, I = significantly different than Inclusion setting, ABAS = Adaptive Behavior Assessment

Note: - = not reported in accordance with FERPA guidelines A = significantly different than Autism Only setting, M = significantly

High School or GED
2 year college
Some college
College degree
Graduate degree
Paternal education
Did not complete High School
High School or GED
2 year college
Some college
College degree
Graduate degree
Household Income
Under $20,000
$20,000-$40,000
$40,000-$60,000
Over $60,000

Autism Only
n
%
4 14.81
5 18.52
7 25.93
4 14.81
6 22.22

Table 2
Teacher/EI provider Characteristics
n

%

Gender

Female
Male
Not reported

33 78.6
1 2.4
8 19.0

Race/Ethnicity

White
Black
Other
Not reported

25 59.5
9 21.4
4 9.5
4 9.5

Current role

Special education preschool teacher
General education preschool teacher
Special education preschool teacher
assistant/aide
One-to-one
therapist
General education teacher assistant/aide
Not reported/Other

27 64.3
6 14.3
4 9.5
2 4.8
1 2.4
2 4.8

Setting (past year)^

Autism support classroom
Mixed-disability classroom
Inclusion classroom
Reverse mainstream classroom
Daycare
Early intervention
Therapy-based program
Highly structured preschool program- blended
classroom
Office

14 33.3
16 38.1
4 9.5
5 11.9
1 2.4
1 2.4
1 2.4
1 2.4
1 2.4

Education

Some college or Vocational/Associates degree
College
Graduate/Professional
Other
Not reported

6 14.3
16 38.1
17 40.5
2 4.8
1 2.4

Certifications^^

General Education
Special Education
Early Childhood Education
Early Childhood Special Education
Speech/Language Therapy

18
20
16
9
1

95

42.9
47.6
38.1
21.4
2.4

School Psychology
Elementary Education
Child Development Associate
Autism Endorsement
Autism training^^^

None
A couple workshops or courses
Some workshops or courses
Regular Autism training
Certification or degree related to autism training

Years in current position
Age

n
1
2
1
1

%
2.4
4.8
2.4
2.4

5
5
7
19
7
M

11.9
11.9
16.7
45.2
16.7
SD

4.6

7.0

34.2 11.2

Note: ^Percentages do not add up to 100% because some providers selected multiple
settings, ^^Percentages do not add up to 100% because some providers held multiple
certifications,
^^^Percentages do not add up to 100% because some providers selected multiple levels
of autism training.
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Table 3
Unadjusted and Adjusted Regressions on MSEL ELC Change Score
Variable

Unadjusted models
Estimate
p

Setting Characteristics
Setting (Inclusion as reference group)
Mixed Disability
Autism Only
EPR Social/Peer Relationships scale
EPR Classroom Structure scale
EPR Classroom Environment scale
EPR Curriculum and Instruction scale
EPR Positive Instructional Climate scale
Complete EPR teacher interview
Change setting
Intervention duration
Child and Family Characteristics
MSEL ELC Time 1
MSEL Receptive Language Time 1
MSEL Expressive Language Time 1
ABAS General Adaptive Composite Time 1
ABAS Social Composite Time 1
SCQ
ADOS Severity Score
DPA Object Interest
Female
Time 1 age
Age at ASD diagnosis
Participate in Birth – 3 EI services
Maternal education
Paternal education
Household income
Race/Ethnicity (Black as reference group)
Caucasian/White
Hispanic
Mixed
Other

Adjusted model
Estimate
p

-2.20
-2.00
0.17
-0.09
0.09
-0.03
-0.01
0.05
0.10
-0.13

.39
.45
.14
.45
.43
.77
.92
.64
.40
.24

-1.32 .65
-0.88 .78
4.40 .01

-0.18
-0.16
-0.06
0.06
-0.002
0.07
0.004
0.03
0.07
0.02
-0.03
0.06
0.08
-0.11
0.34

.12
.15
.60
.63
.99
.57
.97
.80
.54
.88
.79
.64
.51
.36
.77

-0.11 .43
0.002 .99

-0.80
-1.03
-3.75
7.19

.77
.75
.23
.20

0.18
-2.71
-2.80
6.36

.95
.41
.39
.26

Note. ABAS = Adaptive Behavior Assessment System-2nd Edition, ADOS = Autism
Diagnostic Observation Schedule- 2nd Edition, DPA = Developmental Play Assessment,
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EI = early intervention, ELC = Early Learning Composite, EPR = Educational Program
Review, MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning SCQ = Social Communication
Questionnaire.
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5.00

*

*

*

*

4.50

*
*

4.00
3.50

EPR Score

3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00

Classroom
Structure

Classroom
Environment

Curriculum and
Instruction

Social/Peer
Relationships

Positive
Instructional
Climate

EPR Scale
Autism Only

Mixed Disability

Inclusion

Figure 1. Use of recommended practices by setting type. EPR = Educational Program
Review.
* = p < .05
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ROS < 56.35

5
25
45
65
85
105
125
Time 1 MSEL Receptive Language Developmental Quotient

Figure 2. Baseline receptive language moderates the association between the support of
social and peer relationships and cognitive changes. Only the Region of Significance
below a MSEL Receptive Language Developmental Quotient value of 56.35 is
interpretable. ELC = Early Learning Composite, EPR Social = Educational Program
Review Social/Peer Relationships scale (range: 1 = “Minimal/no implementation,” 3 =
“Partial Implementation,” to 5= “Full implementation”), MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early
Learning, ROS = Region of significance.
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Appendix A

Mean centered Time 1 MSEL Receptive Language

Figure 1A. Moderation of the association between setting type and cognitive Gains by
baseline receptive language. Regions of significance indicate that simple slopes are
significant at mean centered values of MSEL Receptive Language below -55.9 and above
388.9, which as seen above, are outside the data range. Therefore this interaction is not
able to be interpreted.
Note: EPR = Educational Program Review, MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning
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Appendix B
Table 1B
Adjusted Regression (Including On-task Behavior Covariate) on MSEL ELC Change
Score
Variable

Adjusted
model
Estimate

p

Mixed Disability

-1.81

.53

Autism Only

-2.28

.44

Setting Characteristics
Setting (Inclusion as reference group)

EPR Social/Peer Relationships scale

4.83 <.01

Child and Family Characteristics
MSEL Early Learning Composite Time 1

-0.15

.29

MSEL Receptive Language Time 1

-0.03

.77

Caucasian/White

1.40

.60

Hispanic

2.12

.53

Mixed

-4.00

.20

Other

11.39

.03

Interaction
EPR Social/Peer Relationships X Time 1 MSEL Receptive
Language

-0.13

.02

Percentage of on-task behavior during EI observation

11.94

.01

Race/Ethnicity (Black as reference group)
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Note. EI = Early Intervention ELC = Early Learning Composite, EPR = Educational
Program Review, MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning
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CHAPTER 3: Preliminary Validation of an Executive Functioning Battery with Low
Language Demands for Preschoolers with Autism Spectrum Disorder
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Abstract
This study validates the use of portable non-verbal direct assessment measures of
executive functioning (EF) skills in preschoolers with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).
Sixty-seven preschoolers with ASD (mean age 50.7 months) and low language abilities
(mean verbal age equivalent 22.2 months) completed six EF tasks that assess core EF
domains (i.e., updating, set-shifting, inhibition) that did not require verbal responses.
Feasibility, test-retest reliability, and validity were examined for each task. The Spatial
Reversal and Leiter-3 Forward Memory tasks, assessing set-shifting and updating,
respectively, demonstrated the most promising validation results, with evidence of
adequate feasibility, reliability, and convergent and divergent validity. One inhibition
task, Tongue Task, demonstrated excellent reliability, while the other, Balance Beam, did
not. Two common standardized measures of EF (i.e., NEPSY-II Statue task and Leiter-3
Reverse Memory) were not valid in this sample, with over 60 percent of participants
unable to complete or achieve a non-zero score on the tasks. Implications for research
and practice are discussed.
Keywords: Autism Spectrum Disorder, preschool, executive functioning
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Preliminary Validation of an Executive Functioning Battery with Low Language
Demands for Preschoolers with Autism Spectrum Disorder
The purpose of this study was to validate an executive functioning (EF) battery
that does not require verbal responses in a sample of young children with autism
spectrum disorder (ASD).
EF refers to a set of cognitive processes that regulate thoughts and emotions into
socially appropriate goal-directed behavior. Core processes that comprise EF include
updating (constant monitoring and rapid addition/deletion of working memory contents),
inhibition (deliberate overriding of dominant or prepotent responses), and setshifting/cognitive flexibility (switching flexibly between tasks or mental sets) (Miyake et
al., 2000; Miyake & Friedman, 2012). EF can be broken down into ‘cool’ (emotionindependent; e.g., working memory, and set-shifting) and ‘hot’ (emotion laden; e.g.,
emotion regulation) domains (Hongwanishkul, Happaney, Lee, & Zelazo, 2005; Roiser &
Sahakian, 2013; Zelazo & Carlson, 2012).
Previous research has shown that EF develops in infancy (Diamond, 1990) and is
an important predictor of social skills, school success, and later life outcomes (Ayduk et
al., 2000; Best, Miller, & Naglieri, 2011; Mischel, Shoda, & Rodriguez, 1989; Mischel et
al., 2011; Moffitt et al., 2011; Riggs, Jahromi, Razza, Dillworth-Bart, & Mueller, 2006;
Shoda, Mischel, & Peake, 1990). For example, EF has been shown to predict social skills
like joint attention and theory of mind cross-culturally in typically developing children
(Carlson, Moses, & Breton, 2002; Carlson, Moses, & Claxton, 2004; Carlson, Moses, &
Hix, 1998; Sabbagh, Moses, & Shiverick, 2006; Sabbagh, Xu, Carlson, Moses, & Lee,
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2006). Further, interventions targeting EF in preschoolers can lead to improvements in
pre-academic skills. For example, EF training with a play-based curriculum (vs. a control
literacy curriculum) for one year led to higher scores on both traditional EF testing and
academic readiness scores (Diamond, Barnett, Thomas, & Munro, 2007). A large study of
a Head Start-based program targeting self-regulation (Chicago School Readiness Project)
compared to traditional Head Start programming, also yielded significant improvement in
self-regulation and pre-academic vocabulary, letter naming, and math skills in lowincome preschoolers (Raver et al., 2011). The gains in pre-academic skills across the
academic year were mediated by children’s EF and attention/impulsivity skills,
highlighting the important role that EF can play in academic success for preschoolers.
Children with ASD show a wide range of EF skills during the preschool years
(Griffith, Pennington, Wehner, & Rogers, 1999; Pellicano, 2012; Yerys, Hepburn,
Pennington, & Rogers, 2007). Similar to typical development, EF has been shown to
predict social skills like joint attention and theory of mind in young children with ASD
(Griffith et al., 1999; Pellicano, 2007, 2012). EF has also been shown to be related to
adaptive behavior (Gilotty, Kenworthy, Sirian, Black, & Wagner, 2002) and repetitive
behavior (D’Cruz et al., 2013; Lopez, Lincoln, Ozonoff, & Lai, 2005; Reed, Watts, &
Truzoli, 2011; South, Ozonoff, & McMahon, 2007; Yerys et al., 2009) in children with
ASD. In addition, a recent study of preschoolers with ASD that had average cognitive and
language abilities demonstrated associations between pre-academic skills and EF skills,
especially inhibitory control and updating/working memory (Pellicano et al., 2017).
Given EF’s role in the developmental of social skills and academic success in typical
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development, researchers have called for its consideration as a potential moderator or
mediator of gains in intervention for children with ASD (Pellicano, 2012).
However, there are number of challenges in studying EF among young children
with ASD. Edgin and colleagues (2010) identified several important challenges in the
assessment of persons with Down Syndrome and other intellectual disabilities that are
also applicable to the study of young children with ASD. We aim to begin to address
with this study: 1) floor effects, 2) language ability, 3) reproducibility, lack of validation
of measures in populations with developmental disabilities, 4) sensitivity of the measures
to detect effects, 5) flexibility of use, and 6) assessment variability due to behavior and
cooperation.
Floor effects and language ability are two of the major measurement challenges in
studying EF among young children with ASD, especially among the substantial
percentage of young children with ASD who are minimally verbal (Kasari, Brady, Lord,
& Tager-Flusberg, 2013). The most common, well-validated instruments of EF in this age
range (e.g., NEPSY-II (Korkman, Krik, & Kemp, 2007), NIH toolbox (Zelazo et al.,
2013), and Shape School (Espy, 1997)) often have strong receptive and sometimes
expressive language demands. Measuring EF with these measures confounds EF with
verbal ability, making it difficult to estimate EF’s independent role in predicting
outcomes. To our knowledge, only one study, published after the initiation of this
project, has attempted to explore the potential relationship between verbal ability and EF,
and suggests that language ability may moderate the relationship between EF and later
play skills for preschoolers with ASD (Faja et al., 2016). In addition, as large percentage
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of children with ASD identified in the preschool age range are likely to have language
delays, they therefore may not have been represented in prior work. Thus, it is important
to validate EF measures that remove expressive language demands and minimize
receptive language demands as much as possible to capture the full range of functioning
of preschoolers with ASD. Edgin and colleagues (2010) recommends utilizing measures
that are primarily nonverbal, with nonverbal responses, and with a low floor.
Although EF has been studied in ASD with a variety of measures (Kenworthy,
Yerys, Anthony, & Wallace, 2008; Wallace et al., 2016), there have been few measures
validated with preschoolers with ASD. Most research thus far has focused on the ways in
which EF in children with ASD compares to other populations (e.g., typically developing
peers). However floor and ceiling effects on performance-based EF measures likely
contribute to the masking of potential group differences (Hill, 2004). These effects also
limit the sensitivity of measures to detect effects both within samples of children with
ASD and between children with ASD and other populations. It’s possible that some
measures subject to floor effects may be sensitive for children above some minimum
developmental level, but this has not been explicitly tested in young children with ASD.
Therefore, it is important to not only examine absolute floor effects for the group, but to
explore if children at floor share common features (e.g., very low receptive language or
nonverbal reasoning) that might suggest a baseline of developmental functioning. There
also have not been validations of the reliability and temporal stability of performancebased EF measures in young children with ASD, which could contribute to
inconsistencies in results. Edgin and colleagues (2010) recommends collecting test-retest
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reliability estimates that are sample-specific, as well as using measures that demonstrate
concurrent validity and have been documented to show differences between populations
or be impaired in past literature.
A third limitation of previous work in children with ASD is that it has been all
completed in university-based laboratory settings, which is also often accompanied with a
convenience sample approach. In order to complete large studies to better approximate
the population, measures that can be used flexibility in a variety of settings (e.g., home,
school, and clinic) is warranted into order to reduce barriers to participation. Edgin and
colleagues (2010) highlighted the need for test batteries for persons with developmental
disabilities to be adaptable across a variety of contexts and cultures in order to be utilized
for large genetic studies. In addition, it is important to know how EF measurement
translates and is reliable when captured in the field, so that EF measurement can be
incorporated into large-scale field-based treatment studies. In addition, given EF’s
associations with academic success, measures that are reliable and valid in educational
settings could be beneficial as part of children’s educational planning.
Another limitation of most studies of EF in young children with ASD is that they
have relied on a single method (direct/performance-based measure or parent report).
Single method assessment is limited in that it can be subject to significant bias. For
example, direct measure is subject to child’s current ‘state’ bias and situation variation,
and parent and teacher report may be influenced by functioning in non-assessed domains
and differing expectations and experiences (Burchinal & Cryer, 2003; Smith-Donald,
Raver, Hayes, & Richardson, 2007). Kenworthy et al. (2008) also highlight the
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importance of utilizing ecologically valid measures of executive functioning that relate to
real-world applications of EF skills.
To address these limitations, the present study assessed the reliability and validity
of brief, easy-to-use field measures of EF among young children with ASD, utilizing the
guidelines for test battery validation developed by Edgin and colleagues (2010). We used
a variety of EF measures purported to assess different domains of EF and previously used
in other research that did not require verbal responses from participants. We also
assessed the application of EF in education settings via teacher report and direct
observation, and attempted to capture any effects of a “state” bias through independent
observations.
Findings from the present study will improve measurement of EF in young
children with ASD by establishing valid measures and a minimum developmental level
for the measures. This validated battery could then allow for further study of the
developmental trajectory of EF from early childhood into school age, as well as any role
EF may play in treatment outcomes for young children with ASD.
Methods
Participants
Participants were enrolled consecutively from a larger study of preschool early
intervention services for children with ASD in a large urban district and includes
measures not reported here. Children were eligible to enroll in the larger study if they: 1)
were between 36 and 59 months of age; 2) had a documented diagnosis of ASD; and 3)
were receiving services through the public preschool EI or behavioral health system.
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Exclusion criteria were: 1) caregivers did not speak English or 2) caregiver or EI provider
did not consent to participate. The sample in the larger study was recruited on a rolling
basis through the preschool early intervention system. All procedures were approved by
the Institutional Review Boards at the University of Pennsylvania and the Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia.
Measures
Performance-based non-verbal executive function (EF) battery. The EF
battery consists of six tasks to assess the core hot and cool EF processes (i.e., setshifting/cognitive flexibility, working memory, inhibition, and emotion regulation) that
do not require a verbal response from participants and have minimal receptive language
demands. Tasks were also selected to have a short duration, to reduce the burden on the
child and disruption in the educational settings, such that the entire battery could be
completed in under 20 minutes. Tasks were also selected that were inexpensive, portable,
and were expected to be feasible to administer in a variety of settings (e.g., preschools,
homes). Tasks were selected that have been previously utilized with young children with
ASD in lab settings (i.e., Spatial Reversal), utilized in previous field-based preschool
intervention trials in children without ASD (i.e., Balance Beam and Tongue Task), and
were from well-regarded standardized neuropsychological assessments of executive
functioning with norms for preschoolers (i.e., NEPSY-II Statue task and Leiter-3 Forward
and Reverse Memory). The tasks also tap all three cool EF domains (i.e., set shifting,
updating/working memory, and ‘cool’ inhibition) and the hot EF domain (i.e., ‘hot’
inhibition). The order of task administration was counterbalanced across participants.
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Tasks were administered by research assistants, a post-doctoral fellow, and a PhD-level
psychologist with extensive experience with young children with ASD.
Spatial Reversal. The Spatial Reversal task (Kaufmann, Leckman, & Ort, 1989)
assesses cognitive flexibility and perseveration when learning a new rule. This task was
administered as described in previous research with young children with ASD (Griffith et
al., 1999; McEvoy, Rogers, & Pennington, 1993; Yerys et al., 2007). This task challenges
children to maintain the previous location of a reward and to flexibility shift reward
association when their response does not yield the reward. In this task, the assessor sits
first allows the child to pick a toy that will serve as the reward. Then the assessor places
a screen in between themselves and the child, and hides the reward behind the screen in
one of two containers placed to the right and left of the child’s midline. Then the screen
is removed and the child sees the two containers (the reward is under both cups on the
first trial).

After the child finds the reward in on one side, the assessor continues to hide

the reward at that location until the child achieved a set (i.e., four consecutive correct
searches). Then the reward location is switched without a cue. The child’s responses
were coded as correct (i.e., finding the reward) or incorrect (i.e., not finding the reward).
After the first switch, the child’s responses were coded as correct (i.e., adjusting to the
change and choosing the correct container after feedback that the reward was not under
the selected container), failure to maintain set errors (i.e., the child switched locations
before completing a set of four) or perseverative (i.e., the child searched the same
location after receiving feedback on the previous trial that the location of the reward had
changed). Each child received a total of 23 trials, and therefore had the opportunity to
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make four switches. Raw scores of correct searches, perseverative responses, sets
achieved, and failures to maintain set were utilized in analyses.
Statue. The Statue task the only subtest in of the Attention and Executive
Functioning domain of the NEPSY-II (Korkman et al., 2007) valid for preschool-aged
children. The NEPSY-II is a comprehensive standardized neuropsychological battery
designed for assessing neurocognitive abilities, including executive functioning, in
preschoolers, children, and adolescents. The Statute task assesses motor persistence and
inhibition. The child is asked to maintain a body position with eyes closed during a 75second period and to inhibit the impulse to respond to sound distractors (e.g., dropping
pencil, coughing, knocking on table). Observations are made every 5 seconds for the
presence of body movement, eye opening, and vocalizations. A score of 2 is recorded for
each 5-second interval in which there is no movement, eye-opening, or talking, and a
score of 1 is recorded for each interval in which there is one type of error. It demonstrates
excellent reliability a normative sample of three-to-six year olds (internal consistency r
= .82 -.88, test-retest r = .82). The total raw score (maximum raw score = 30) was
utilized in analyses, higher scores indicate better inhibition skills.
Forward Memory and Reverse Memory. The Forward Memory (FM) and
Reverse Memory (RM) tasks are taken from the Leiter International Performance Scale –
3 (Roid, Miller, Pomplum, & Koch, 2014). They assess visual spatial updating skills by
asking children to remember and identify pictures in a sequential order. It is similar to
the Corsi tapping task, but is normed for preschoolers, unlike the Corsi (Farrell
Pagulayan, Busch, Medina, Bartok, & Krikorian, 2006). On the Forward Memory task, a
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child’s immediate retention memory span is measured by the child pointing to pictures of
common objects in the order in which they were pointed to by the assessor. On the
Reverse Memory task, the child is asked to point to pictures of common objects in the
reverse order that they were pointed to by the examiner, and therefore requires use of
more working memory than the forward condition. The Forward Memory scale
demonstrates excellent reliability in a normative sample (internal consistency Cronbach’s
alpha = .84 for two-to-six-year-old children, test-retest r = .83). The Reverse Memory
scale also demonstrates excellent internal consistency in a normative sample of two-tosix-year-old children (Cronbach’s alpha range from .77 to .85); however, test-retest
reliability was not examined in the standardization sample. Both scales report raw scores
(maximum FM raw score = 28, maximum RM raw score = 23) and scaled scores (Mean =
10, SD = 3). Higher scores indicate better updating skills.
Balance Beam. The Balance Beam task (Murray & Kochanska, 2002) assesses
‘cool’ inhibition and effortful control, as the child has to suppress a dominant response in
order to initiate a subdominant response (i.e., slowing down motor activity) in an
emotionally neutral situation. The task was administered as described for a previous
field-based preschool intervention study (Raver et al., 2011; Smith-Donald et al., 2007).
In this task, the time it takes a child to walk on a masking tape line is recorded. First the
child is told to walk on the “balance beam,” then the child is told to walk as slowly as he
or she can on the same line for two trials. The average difference between the slow and
regular trials in seconds was utilized in analyses.
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Tongue Task. The Tongue Task (Murray & Kochanska, 2002) assesses ‘hot’
inhibition and effortful control, as the child has to delay gratification. This task was also
administered as described for a previous field-based preschool intervention study (Raver
et al., 2011; Smith-Donald et al., 2007). In this task, the child selects a candy (i.e., M&M
or goldfish cracker), places it on their tongue, and withhold from eating it until cued by
the assessor. The time in seconds until the child eats the candy, up to 40 seconds, was
utilized in analyses.
Classroom-based executive functioning measures.
Classroom observation. Live coding of children’s on and off task behavior for 10
minutes during their typical early intervention/classroom services was conducted by
assessors trained to 80% agreement with an expert coder. Interrater reliability for the live
classroom observations of on-task behavior based on 10 participants (including
participants from the larger study) was excellent (ICC (1,1) = 0.99) (Fleiss, 1986). The
percentage of intervals the child was observed to be demonstrating on-task behavior used
in analyses.
BRIEF-P. The Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function-Preschool
(BRIEF-P) assesses the teacher’s perception of a child’s broad EF in real world settings
(Gioia, Espy, & Isquith, 1996) and has been previously used with preschoolers with ASD
(Isquith, Gioia, & Espy, 2004; Smithson et al., 2013). It has the five following subscales
that capture the three core EF domains: Inhibit, Shift, Emotional Control (EC), Working
Memory, and Plan/Organize. The Inhibit and Emotional Control scales comprise the
Inhibitory Self-Control Index (ISCI), the Shift and Emotional Control scales comprise the
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Flexibility Index (FI), and the Emergent Metacognition Index (EMI) is comprised of the
Working Memory and Plan/Organize scales. The BRIEF-P is a standardized measure with
norms based on age and gender, with t-scores a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of
10. Higher scores indicate greater executive functioning impairment. It demonstrates
appropriate temporal stability for teacher ratings (Pearson correlations range from .65
to .94 with a mean of 4.2 weeks between ratings). The internal consistency for all scales,
indices, and composite went excellent for both the standardization sample (Cronbach’s
alpha ranging from .90 - .97) and the current sample (Cronbach’s alpha ranging from .84
- .97).
Child demographic and clinical characteristics. Parents completed a
questionnaire reporting socio-demographic information about their child and their
household.
Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL). The Mullen Scales of Early Learning
(Mullen, 1995) is a standardized, reliable, and valid measure of early cognitive
development for children from birth to 68 months old. The Early Learning Composite
(ELC) is based on 4 MSEL scales (visual reception (VR), fine motor (FM), expressive
language (EL), and receptive language (RL)). The VR scale assess early non-verbal
cognitive skills such as pattern recognition, matching, sorting, and memory. The EL scale
assesses language production and the RL scale assess language comprehension. The
Mullen covers the full age range of our sample. Due to over half of the sample in the
larger study having t-scores below 20 on the Receptive and Expressive Language scales
at baseline, developmental quotients were calculated by dividing the age equivalent by
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the child’s chronological age in months and multiplying by 100, as has been previously
done in other ASD research (e.g., Chawarska, Klin, Paul, Macari, & Volkmar, 2009;
Eapen, Črnčec, & Walter, 2013; Kaale, Smith, & Sponheim, 2012). For the ELC the
developmental quotient was calculated by averaging the age equivalences of the VR, FM,
EL, and RL scales.
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule- 2nd Edition (ADOS). The Autism
Diagnostic Observation Schedule-2nd Edition (Lord et al., 2012) is a semi-structured
play-based assessment considered the gold-standard observational measure for assessing
the presence of ASD. The ADOS was administered by a graduate student or post-doctoral
fellow in psychology trained to research reliability and supervised by a licensed clinical
psychologist. The Calibrated Severity Score was utilized as an indicator of clinicianobserved ASD symptoms.
Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ). The Social Communication
Questionnaire (Rutter, Bailey, & Lord, 2003) is a brief parent questionnaire that evaluates
the presence of ASD based questions from the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised
(Lord, Rutter, & Le Couteur, 1994). Total raw score was utilized as an indicator of
parent-reported ASD symptoms.
Objectives and Analytic Plan.
Objective 1: Measure variability, acceptability and feasibility. The distribution
of children’s responses on the proposed EF battery was explored for significant ceiling
effects (i.e., more than 5% of the participants received the highest possible score on the
measure), non-completion/floor effects (i.e., more than 20% of the children are unable to
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complete the task or score a zero). Cognitive, language, ASD symptom, age, observed
on-task behavior, and teacher-reported emotional control differences between above-floor
performers and non-completers/floor performers were compared utilizing t-tests. In
addition, to further assess acceptability and feasibility of the EF measure, examiner errors
and attrition effects (e.g., teacher fails to complete the BRIEF-P) was explored.
Objective 2: Measure reliability. To measure the temporal stability of the
performance-based non-verbal EF measures, one-third of participants were selected to
have re-testing within one month of their initial test date. Due to the low completion
rates on the Statue task (see results below), it was not included in the re-testing session.
Test-retest reliability was measured utilizing Kappa coefficients for categorical variables
and intraclass correlations (ICC) for continuous variables. As recommended by Weir
(2005), to determine which type of ICC to utilize, a repeated-measures ANOVA was
performed and the F ratio for the trials effect was examined for significant systemic error.
If the systematic error is deemed unimportant, then ICC Type 3,1 (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979)
will be used, which has been used in other studies assessing test-retest reliability (e.g.,
Moessnang et al. (2016)). Kappa and ICC values above .75 were taken to represent
excellent reliability and values between 0.4 and .75 were taken to represent fair to good
reliability (Fleiss, 1986; Landis & Koch, 1977).
Objective 3: Measure validity. Validity was assessed for tasks that demonstrate
adequate variability, feasibility, and reliability in objectives 1 and 2. Convergent validity
(i.e., whether measures are associated with expected measures) of the EF battery was first
assessed by examining correlations among the performance-based EF measures. Then
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the associations among the performance-based and classroom-based EF measures were
explored. The teacher-report BRIEF-P ratings were expected to reflect trait EF abilities
in everyday academic settings, while classroom observations were expected to reflect the
child’s attentional state on the day of testing. As some of the performance-based EF tasks
were drawn from non-verbal cognitive batteries (e.g., Leiter-3), the tasks were also
expected to correlate more strongly with the Visual Reception scale of the MSEL than the
Fine Motor, Receptive Language, or Expressive Language scales. Predictive validity was
explored in a subsample of participants (n = 45) that received follow-up testing with the
MSEL a mean of 7.1 months after their EF testing, by examining the associations among
EF variables and changes on the MSEL Early Learning Composite. For all correlations,
Spearman’s Rho were utilized for non-normally distributed measures and Pearson’s r
were be utilized for normally distributed measures.
Results
Participants
Table 1 presents descriptive information about the 67 preschoolers (mean (SD)
age in months = 50.7 (7.7)) that participated in this study. Participants were
predominately male (79%), black (47%), and had a household income below $40,000
(55%), which is representative of the urban school district the children were recruited
from. Participants had very low cognitive and language abilities based on the Mullen
Scales of Early Learning (mean (SD) age equivalencies for visual reception = 30.6 (10.9),
receptive language = 23.0 (11.9), and expressive language = 23.4 (11.6)).
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE
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Distribution
Table 2 presents the distribution, including the skewness and kurtosis for each EF
scale and measure. The BRIEF-P t-scores and Leiter-3 Forward Memory standard scores
were consistent with a normal distribution, however, most of the other measures
demonstrated high skewness and/or kurtosis (i.e., skewness > ½0.8½, kurtosis > ½3.0½).
A sensitivity analysis revealed a similar pattern of results when transformed versions of
the non-normally distributed scores were used as when non-parametric statistics were
used, so the non-transformed versions are presented for ease of interpretation.
INSERT TABLE 2 HERE
Completion and Floor Effects. Table 3 presents the percentage of children
unable to complete each task and the percentage of children who demonstrated floor level
of performance. The values for non-completion range from 8.9% on the Balance Beam
task to 46.3% on the Leiter-3 Reverse Memory task. These values included children who
did not start or fully complete the task due to severe behavioral difficulties, refusal, or
failure to complete or receipt of a floor score on a prerequisite task (i.e., participants that
failed to complete or acquired a floor score on the Leiter-3 Forward Memory task were
not administered the Leiter-3 Reverse Memory Task). Two participants were not able to
complete any of the direct assessment EF tasks.
Next floor effects were examined. For each measure the floor was equivalent to:
1) achieving zero sets on the Spatial Reversal task, 2) attaining a raw score of zero on the
NEPSY-II Statue task, 3) eating candy in less than one second on the Tongue Task, 4)
attaining a raw score of zero on the Leiter-3 Forward Memory Task, 5) attaining a raw
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score of zero on the Leiter-3 Reverse Memory task, and 6) walking more than seven
seconds more slowing on the first Balance Beam trial than on the average of the second
and third trials (because this was the lowest score in the initial Balance Beam validation
study (Smith-Donald et al., 2007)). Spatial Reversal, Leiter-3 Forward Memory, and
Balance Beam had the lowest floor effects, yielding floor performance in less than 5% of
the sample that was able to complete each task. Floor performance on the Tongue Task
was at 6.3%. The highest rates occurred on the Leiter-3 Reverse Memory (19.4%) and
Statue Task (34.7%). Due to this poor performance on Statue task and Reverse Memory,
administration of these tasks was discontinued after 17 and 30 participants, respectively,
successfully completed the task.
INSERT TABLE 3 HERE
T-tests were completed to explore child characteristics associated with noncompletion and floor effects (Table 4). Participants that were unable to complete or
demonstrated floor performance on Spatial Reversal had significantly worse emotion
regulation skills (based on the BRIEF-P Emotional Control Scale, t(44) = 2.40, p =.02, d
= 0.99)) and higher ADOS autism symptom severity scores (t(64) = 2.92, p = .005, d =
0.93) than participants that achieved scores above the floor. Non-completers and floor
performers on the Statue task had marginally significantly lower expressive language
(based on MSEL Expressive Language Developmental Quotients, t(21) = -1.94, p = .065,
d = -0.83) and higher ADOS autism symptom severity scores (t(21) = 1.89, p = .072, d =
0.81). On the Leiter-3 Forward Memory task, non-completers and floor performers were
significantly younger (t(59) = -3.62, p = .0006, d = -1.02), had lower MSEL Visual
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Reception (t(59) = -2.85, p = .006, d = -0.80), Receptive Language (t(59) = -4.33, p
= .00006, d = -1.21), and Expressive Language scores (t(59) = -2.92, p = .005, d = -0.82),
and higher ADOS autism symptom severity scores (t(59) = 2.76, p = .008, d =0.77). On
the Leiter-3 Reverse Memory task, non-completers and floor performers had significantly
lower MSEL Visual Reception (t(52) = -4.72, p = .00002, d = -1.38), Receptive
Language (t(43.05) = -5.79, p < .00001, d = -1.5), and Expressive Language scores (t(52)
= -3.21, p = .004, d =-0.88). There was a marginally significant difference on MSEL
Expressive Language (t(65) = -1.85, p = .069, d = -0.74) between participants who scored
above floor and those that did not on the Balance Beam task. On the Tongue Task, noncompleters and floor performers had significantly lower MSEL Receptive (t(36.89) =
2.93, p = .006, d = -0.83) and Expressive Language scores (t(61) = -2.12, p = .04, d = 0.55), and higher observed ASD symptoms (t(61) = 2.75, p = .008, d = 0.71). There was
also a marginally significant difference in parent-reported ASD symptoms (t(56)=1.90, p
= .063, d = 0.51) for these children. Completers did not differ from non-completers and
floor performers in their on-task behavior during classroom observations. In a sensitivity
analysis, these results were similar when participants that had classroom observations
completed on alternate days were included (n = 64).
INSERT TABLE 4 HERE
To provide preliminary guidance regarding for whom these measures would be
appropriate, the minimum nonverbal cognitive and comprehension abilities (based on the
MSEL Visual Reception and Receptive Language scales), at which 80% of the sample
was able to complete and demonstrate above floor performance, was explored. As seen
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in Table 3, over 80% of the full sample was able to complete and perform above floor on
the Spatial Reversal (81.8%) and Balance Beam (89.6%) tasks. This suggests that these
tasks are valid down to the lowest nonverbal cognitive (Visual Reception age equivalent
of 10 months) and comprehension (Receptive Language age equivalent of 1 month)
abilities in our sample. For the Leiter-3 Forward Memory Task, the 80%
completion/above floor criterion was reached for children with nonverbal cognitive
abilities similar to a 24 month old child (82.6%, n = 46) or receptive language abilities
similar to an 11 month old child (83.0%, n = 47). No minimum Visual Reception or
Receptive Language scores were identified at which 80% of the sample could complete
and perform above floor for the other tasks, without excluding over half of the sample.
Ceiling effects. Table 3 presents the percentage of participants at the ceiling of
each measure. The ceiling for each measure was defined as follows: 1) achieving a
perfect score on the spatial reversal task, 2) achieving the highest possible raw score on
the NEPSY-II Statue Task, 3) waiting for at least 40 seconds to eat the candy on the
Tongue Task, 4) achieving the highest possible scaled score on the Leiter-3 Forward
Memory Task, 5) achieving the highest possible scaled score on the Leiter-3 Reverse
Memory Task, 6) completing the first trial more than 13.5 seconds faster than the average
of the other two trials on the Balance Beam task, as this was the highest score achieved in
the original validation study (Smith-Donald et al., 2007). Most of the tasks did not
demonstrate ceiling effects (i.e., less 2% of participants were at ceiling on the Spatial
Reversal, Balance Beam, Leiter-3 Forward Memory, Leiter-3 Reverse Memory, and
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NEPSY-II Statute Task). The ceiling effects on the Tongue Task were just above our 5
percent criteria with 7 percent of participants performing at the ceiling level.
Acceptability and Feasibility
Acceptability and feasibility of administering the EF measures in home and
school-based setting was also explored. Spatial Reversal, Tongue Task, and Leiter-3
Reverse Memory were not administered to one participant each due to examiner error.
Tongue Task was also not able to be administered to one participant due to a food
allergy. Classroom observations were completed on a different day than the other EF
measures due to scheduling constraints for 18 participants (26.9%), and were not
completed for three participants (4.5%) due to examiner and teacher availability. The
BRIEF-P was not returned by 15 teachers (22.4%), was not given to 5 teachers (7.5%),
and one teacher (1.5%) did complete enough items on the Working Memory scale for it
to be scored.
Reliability
Table 5 presents the test-retest reliability for the Spatial Reversal, Leiter-3
Forward and Reverse Memory, Balance Beam, and Tongue tasks for 16 participants
(24%). Task completion was reliable at excellent reliability levels (Kappa ³ .75) for all
tasks except for Balance Beam which had fair to good reliability (Kappa = 0.64) (Fleiss,
1986). As seen in Table 5, based on repeated measures ANOVAs, no trials effects were
observed, therefore ICC (3,1) was utilized for all test-retest reliability analyses. Spatial
Reversal Perseverations, Leiter-3 Forward Memory raw score and scaled score, and
Tongue Task time to eat candy demonstrated excellent test-retest reliability (ICC ³ .75).
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Spatial Reversal total correct and Balance Beam average time between trials
demonstrated fair to good reliability (ICC = 0.71 and 0.74 respectively).
INSERT TABLE 5 HERE
Validity
Preliminary convergent, divergent, and predictive validity was explored for the
scales that demonstrated adequate reliability above .7 (i.e., Spatial Reversal
Perseverations, Spatial Reversal Total Correct, and Leiter-3 Forward Memory). The
scaled score for Leiter-3 Forward Memory was chosen over the raw score as it adjusted
for potential age effects. Results are presented in Table 6.
Convergent validity. First correlations among the direct EF tasks were
compared. As seen in Table 6, as predicted, the Spatial Reversal tasks and Leiter-3
Forward Memory were significantly (p < .05), and marginally significantly (for Forward
Memory and Spatial Reversal Total Correct scales, r = .28, p < .07), associated with each
other. However, Tongue Task was not significantly associated with any of the direct
assessment EF tasks (all ps > .09).
Next preliminary associations between teacher-reported real-world executive
functioning and the direct EF tasks were explored. Only the Leiter-3 Forward Memory
scale demonstrated the predicted association with the BRIEF-P. Leiter-3 Forward
Memory was significantly correlated with the BRIEF-P Emergent Metacognition Index (r
= -.35, p < .05), which indicates that children performed better on the Forward Memory
scale also had better teacher-reported memory, planning, and organization skills (i.e.,
lower scores on the BRIEF-P EMI scores). Leiter-3 Forward Memory was not, however,
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significantly correlated with the BRIEF-P Working Memory scale (p = .11). As the
Spatial Reversal task assesses cognitive flexibility and set-shifting, the Spatial Reversal
scores were expected to correlate with BRIEF-P Shift and Flexibility scales, however
they did not (all ps > .6). As Tongue Task measures “hot inhibition” skills, it was
expected to correlate with the BRIEF-P Emotional Control and Inhibitory Self-Control
scales, however it did not (all ps > .8).
Then, in an exploratory analysis, the associations between the classroom
observations of on-task behavior and the direct EF measures were tested. This was an
attempt to capture potential effects of the child’s attentional state on the day of testing, as
well as the relationship between direct EF assessment and its application in an
educational setting. As seen in Table 5, only Tongue Task was marginally significantly
correlated with on-task behavior during the classroom observation (r (27) = .38, p
= .053). In a sensitivity analysis, results were similar, but the magnitude of the
correlations were smaller, when participants with classroom observations completed on
different day were included in the analysis (for Tongue Task the magnitude of the
correlation was much smaller and non-significant (r (41) = .03, p = .9).
Divergent validity. As seen in Table 6, as expected, no measures were
significantly correlated with the MSEL Fine Motor scale (all ps > .3). In addition,
children’s performance on the direct assessment non-verbal EF tasks were not
significantly correlated with language as measured by the MSEL (all ps > .1).
Predictive validity. Although on-task performance during the classroom
observation was significantly associated with overall cognitive changes (based on MSEL
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Early Learning Composite scores) over 9 months (r (58) = 0.30, p = .02), as seen in
Table 6, none of the direct EF measures were (all ps > .2).
INSERT TABLE 6 HERE
Discussion
This study contributes to the growing field of research on executive functioning in
preschoolers with ASD. Children with ASD with low cognitive and language levels were
able to reliably complete performance-based EF measures in field-based settings. These
positive feasibility findings may allow for assessment of populations (e.g., low socioeconomic status, minimally verbal) often missing from ASD research. When choosing a
measure of EF to assess preschoolers with ASD, this study points to several factors for
researchers and practitioners to consider.
The Spatial Reversal and Leiter-3 Forward Memory tasks, measures of setshifting/cognitive flexibility and updating, respectively, demonstrated the most promising
validation results. Spatial reversal was feasible and valid to administer with the entire
range of functioning present in this sample (age 36 to 67 months, nonverbal cognitive age
equivalent 10 to 60 months, receptive language age equivalent 1 to 55 months, expressive
language age equivalent 3 to 46 months). Non-completion and floor performance were
associated with higher teacher-reported emotion control challenges, which suggests that
emotion regulation difficulties may have contributed to children’s difficulty completing
the Spatial Reversal task. Clinician observed ASD symptoms were also higher for
children that were unable to complete or performed at floor on the Spatial Reversal Task
than for children who achieved above floor performance. Although the Spatial Reversal
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task does not include any overt social demands, the social attention skills assessed as part
of the ADOS-2 may also include skills needed to succeed on the Spatial Reversal task.
This interpretation is supported by previous research that performance on the Spatial
Reversal task is associated with joint attention skills in young children with ASD
(Griffith et al., 1999; McEvoy et al., 1993) and that adolescents with ASD demonstrated
improved performance on a more advanced set-shifting/cognitive flexibility task when
the social component was reduced and the task was presented on a computer screen
(Ozonoff, 1995). The number of perseverations and total correct response scores
demonstrated adequate temporal stability, while the number of sets achieved and failures
to maintain set did not. Perseverations and total correct scores demonstrated medium to
large correlations with Leiter-3 Forward Memory scaled scores, indicative of convergent
validity. As expected, children who demonstrated better updating skills on the Forward
Memory task committed fewer perseverative errors on the Spatial Reversal task.
Preliminary evidence for divergent validity for the Spatial Reversal task was obtained by
the lack of association between the total correct and number of perseverative error scores
and the MSEL Fine Motor scale.
The Leiter-3 Forward Memory was valid for children with baseline nonverbal
cognitive abilities above 24 months and receptive language abilities above 11 months.
Children that achieved above floor performance had better language skills than those that
did not, which is consistent the Forward Memory task being considered verbally
mediated by the Leiter developers (Roid & Miller, 1997). Similar to the Spatial Reversal
task, clinician-rated ASD symptom severity was associated with completion status. As
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the Forward Memory task requires participants to attend to and imitate which pictures the
assessor is pointing to, children with lower social attention and imitation skills (as
suggested by higher ADOS-2 Severity Scores) may have had more difficulty completing
this task. The Forward Memory task also demonstrated medium convergent associations
with the BRIEF-P Emergent Metacognition Index and MSEL Visual Reception scale,
both of which include items related to updating/working memory, and the expected a lack
of association with the MSEL Fine Motor scale. These results were consistent in a
sensitivity analysis when raw scores were used instead of scaled scores.
The Tongue Task, which assesses ‘hot’ inhibition via a delay of gratification task,
demonstrated excellent reliability. However, there was limited variability in
performance: 32 percent of the sample was unable to complete the task, 6 percent
performed at floor (i.e., eating the candy in less than one second) and 7 percent of the
sample performed at ceiling (i.e., waiting at least 40 seconds to each the candy).
Adaptations to the task, such as allowances for longer trials to reduce potential ceiling
effects, additional teaching trials and visual supports to improve compliance, and more
snack options to address children with allergies/food selectivity may be warranted.
Although receptive language was lower was for non-completers/floor performers than
above floor performers, no minimum receptive language (or visual reception) age
equivalent was found at which 80% of the sample completed and performed above floor
on the Tongue Task. Children that were able to complete and achieve above floor scores
on the Tongue Task also had lower levels of ASD symptoms, which suggests that social
attention and imitation skills may have also impacted children’s abilities to complete task.
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Performance on the Tongue Task was correlated with observed on-task behavior in
educational settings at a marginally significant level. This finding can be interpreted one
of two ways. It may suggest that the emotion regulation skills applied in waiting to eat a
candy are related to the skills required to pay attention during early intervention services.
On the other hand, it could also suggest that performance on the Tongue Task may be
more sensitive to ‘state’ effects of the child’s attention and behavior on the day of testing.
Further research is need to differentiate these possible explanations, although that the
results from the sensitivity analysis not limited to classroom observations from the same
day had a smaller, non-significant association lends some support to the ‘state’
explanation.
Although most participants completed the Balance Beam task (91.1%), which
assesses ‘cool’ inhibition, the test-retest reliability of completion was inadequate (Kappa
= .64). In addition, the Balance Beam task had one of the highest language
comprehension demands, as children were required understand the meaning of the word
“slow.” Based on clinical observation, participants may not have understood the
directions, as 56.7 percent of the children walked faster on average on the “slow” trials
than the “regular” trial. Participants in this study only slow down an average of 0.4
seconds, while participants in the validation study (Smith-Donald et al., 2007) slowed
down significantly more (mean 2.0 seconds, p < .01, d = -0.4). Adaptations to this task
may be warranted when considering its use with children with ASD, such as additions of
teaching trials, modeling, and comprehension checks participants understanding of the
concept “slow.”
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This study indicates that the two other standardized EF measures, NEPSY-II
Statute task and Leiter-3 Reverse Memory, are not valid for preschoolers with ASD. The
majority (over 60%) of participants were unable to complete or performed at floor on
these tasks. In addition, the Reverse Memory scale demonstrated poor test-retest
reliability (ICC = .2). Administration of the Statute task was stopped prior to the
initiation of reliability testing due to participants’ poor performance, so information about
the test-reliability of this task was not assessed. Researchers and clinicians should be
cautious about utilizing these measures with preschoolers with ASD, especially with
those with low cognitive and language skills.
Although for many of the tasks children that achieved non-zero scores had better
language skills than non-completers and floor performers, performance on the Spatial
Reversal, Forward Memory, and Tongue Task were not significantly associated with
language ability as measured by the MSEL. These results suggest that if the child
successfully completes the task, then performance on these tasks is largely independent of
language abilities.
The performance-based EF measures evaluated in this study were generally not
significantly associated with teacher-reported EF on the BRIEF-P. Mahone and Hoffman
(2007) found similar results in preschoolers diagnosed with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder: parent ratings on the BRIEF-P has consistently low correlations
with performance-based measures of EF. Similar findings when researchers have used
other versions of the BRIEF led Mahone and Hoffman (2007), as well as others (e.g.,
Anderson, Anderson, Northam, Jacobs, & Mikiewicz, 2002; Toplak, West, & Stanovich,
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2013; Vriezen & Pigott, 2002), to argue that the BRIEF may be capturing different
aspects of executive functioning than performance-based EF measures. These results
highlight the importance of multi-method and multi-informant assessment to fully capture
the range of children’s EF skills. Investigations into latent EF constructs among
performance-based and reported EF measures in young children with ASD and their
relationship to real-world and longitudinal outcomes are warranted.
Only the classroom observation of on task behavior, but none of the performancebased EF measures, predicted cognitive gains in community-based preschool early
intervention. One possible explanation for this finding is that the classroom observation
measure may capture both child and intervention factors important for learning in
preschool educational environments (e.g., both the child’s ability to attend and the
teacher’s ability to capture and sustain the child’s attention), while the EF tasks only
capture child’s ability. In addition, other outcome measures may be more sensitive to
baseline executive functioning levels. Future directions include exploring the
relationship among the most promising EF task and other concurrent and longitudinal
measures that have previously been associated with EF skills in children with ASD (e.g.,
academic readiness skills, joint attention, play skills).
This study had several limitations that warrant mention. This study would have
benefited from concurrent observer ratings of self-regulation and noncompliance during
the performance-based EF tasks to better capture the child’s emotional ‘state’ on the day
of testing that may have contributed to task completion and performance. The BRIEF-P
emotional control scale and the classroom observation measure were likely poor proxies
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for this information. As this study was added on to an existing longitudinal study, due to
participant’s timing in the larger study we were unable to collect follow-up data for all
participants, which led to a greatly reduced sample for the predictive validity analyses.
The low return of BRIEF-P by teachers is an additional limitation. In addition, all
families elected to have their assessments completed in homes, schools, or daycares, so
we were unable to compare task completion and performance in clinic vs. field-based
settings.
Despite these limitations, these results provide preliminary support for nonverbal
measures of executive functioning that can be used reliability and validly with
preschoolers with ASD, including those with low language levels, in field-based research.
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Tables
Table 1
Participant Characteristics

Gender
Male
Race/Ethnicity
Black
White
Mixed race/ethnicity
Hispanic
Asian/Pacific Islander
Household Income
Under $20,000
$20,000-$40,000
$40,000-$60,000
Over $60,000
Maternal Education
Did not complete High
School
High School or GED
Vocational/technical school
Some college
College degree
Advanced degree
Age in months
Mullen Scales of Early Learning
Visual Reception DQ
Fine Motor DQ
Receptive Language DQ
Expressive Language DQ
Early Learning Composite
DQ
ADOS Severity Score
Social Communication Questionnaire

n
67
53
64
30
15
10
8
1
63
19
16
5
23
62

%

Mean

SD Min

Max

79.1
46.9
23.4
15.6
12.5
1.6
30.2
25.4
7.9
36.5

2

3.2

14
9
12
16
9
67

22.6
14.5
19.4
25.8
14.5
50.7

7.7

36.6

67.5

67
67
67
67

62.4
60.6
46.8
48.0

19.1
13.8
23.3
23.2

26.7
25.0
1.9
6.4

115.6
100.0
106.8
97.7

67

54.5

17.0

18.8

102.3

67
62

6.8
18.8

1.9
5.8

3.0
5.0

10.0
32.0

Note: ADOS = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-2, DQ = developmental
quotient, MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning
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Table 2
Descriptives of Executive Functioning Measures
Measure: Score/Scale
Spatial Reversal
Total Correct
Perseverations
Sets Achieved
Failure to Maintain Set
NEPSY-II Statue
Raw score
Leiter-3 Forward Memory
Raw Score
Scaled Score
Leiter-3 Reverse Memory
Raw Score
Scaled Score
Balance Beam
Average time difference
Tongue Task
Time to eat candy
Classroom observation
% on-task
BRIEF-P
Shift T score
Emotional Control T
score
Working Memory T
score
ISCI T score
Flexibility Index T
score
EMI T score

n Mean SD
57
14.7 2.9
2.0 2.9
2.5 1.1
3.3 1.8
17
3.3 4.4
45
4.0 2.6
5.8 2.5
30
1.0 1.0
4.7 2.4
61
0.4 4.0
43
10.5 12.5
46
0.7 0.2

Min

Max Skewness Kurtosis

4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

18.0
14.0
4.0
8.0

-1.7
2.7
-0.5
0.6

3.8
8.7
-0.6
0.1

0.0

12.0

1.0

-0.8

0.0
0.0

12.0
11.0

1.4
0.0

2.3
0.0

0.0
1.0

3.0
9.0

0.3
0.1

-1.4
-1.5

-11.7

22.9

2.9

18.4

0.0

40.0

1.5

1.1

0.0

1.0

-1.0

1.1

47

62.0 13.1

40.0

91.0

0.2

-0.4

47

64.0 14.1

41.0

89.0

0.0

-1.0

46

71.3

11.9

46.0

98.0

-0.1

-0.1

47

65.1 13.3

44.0

91.0

0.2

-1.0

47

64.5 13.5

39.0

90.0

0.1

-0.8

46

70.9 12.1

44.0 100.0

0.1

0.0

Note: BRIEF-P = Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function-Preschool, EMI =
Emergent Metacognition Index, ISCI = Inhibitory Self-Control Index.
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Table 3
Completion, Floor, and Ceiling Rates for Performance-based EF Measures
Measure

n

% floor

% Ceiling

66
23
61

% not
completed
13.4
26.1
26.2

Spatial Reversal
Statute
Forward
Memory
Reverse
Memory
Balance Beam
Tongue Task

0.0
0.0
0.0

Min VR
AE
10
24

Min RL
AE
1
11

4.5
34.7
3.2

54

46.3

19.4

0.0

-

-

67
63

8.9
31.7

1.6
6.3

1.6
7.0

10
-

1
-

Note: n varies based on introduction of the measure, examiner availability, and
administration of Statue and Reverse Memory tasks were discontinued after 17 and 30
participants were able to complete the task respectively due to poor performance; Min
VR AE = Minimum Mullen Visual Reception Scale age equivalent for at least 80% of the
sample to complete and score above floor on the measure; Min RL AE = Minimum
Mullen Receptive Language age equivalent for at least 80% of the sample to complete
and score above floor on the measure.
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0.6/
0.3
51.4/
7.8
60.7/
15.8
41.7/
27.1
41.6/
26.9
8.1/
1.7**
19.6/
4.3

0.7/
0.2

47.6/
6.8
61.8/
16.7
47.5/
22.3
48.8/
22.1
6.4/
1.8
18.7/
6.1

Spatial Reversal
M/SD
C
NC
62.0/
75.3/
14.0
10.2*

49.4/
5.9
68.5/
20.4
64.9/
21.6
69.2/
19.3
5.4/
2.0
19.0/
3.6

0.8/
0.2
49.6/
8.5
63.1/
27.3
50.7/
22.0
49.9/
25.4+
7.1/
2.0+
20.1/
6.9

0.9/
0.1

Statue
M/SD
C
NC
64.3/ 68.1/
18.1
10.7

52.9/
7.4
65.4/
17.5
52.3/
19.8
52.0/
20.5
6.4/
1.9
18.7/
5.8

0.7/
0.2
45.5/
6.7***
52.3/
13.4**
28.4/
19.5***
34.6/
22.8**
7.7/
1.5**
18.9/
6.3

0.7/
0.2

Forward Memory
M/SD
C
NC
63.0/
65.6/
15.1
13.1

53.2/
8.0
74.7/
17.6
61.8/
13.9
58.6/
18.6
6.2/
1.8
17.9/
5.8

0.7/
0.2
49.6/
8.0
54.4/
13.3***
34.6/
19.8***
39.9/
22.4**
6.9/
1.8
19.5/
5.6

0.7/
0.2

Reverse Memory
M/SD
C
NC
65.6/
63.2/
14.0
13.8

50.9/
48.5
62.6/
19.7
48.5/
23.5
49.7/
23.3
6.7/
1.9
18.9/
5.8

0.7/
0.2

6.9/
7.7
61.2/
14.8
32.8/
16.2
32.9/
17.7+
7.1/
1.8
17.2/
6.6

0.7/
0.3

Balance Beam
M/SD
C
NC
63.1/
73.5/
14.0
12.8

51.2/
7.9
65.5/
15.8
53.4/
18.4
53.3/
21.6
6.3/
1.9
17.6/
6.1

0.7/
0.2

49.0/
7.4
58.2/
23.3
35.4/
26.4**
40.9/
23.9*
7.5/
1.6**
20.6/
5.2+

0.7/
0.3

Tongue Task
M/SD
C
NC
60.8/
67.1/
15.0
13.2
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Function- Preschool, C= Complete and above floor on measure, EC = Emotional Control Scale, EL = Expressive Language

Note: ADOS SS = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-2 Severity Score, BRIEF-P = Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive

SCQ

ADOS SS

MSEL EL

MSEL RL

MSEL VR

Age

Classroom
observation: %
on task

BRIEF-P EC

Measure

Differences Between Above Floor Performers and Non-completers/Floor Performers on Performance-based EF Measures

Table 4

*** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05, + p < .08.

Quotient.
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Receptive Language Developmental Quotient, SCQ = Social Communication Questionnaire, VR = Visual Reception Developmental

Developmental Quotient, MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning, NC = did not complete or below floor on measure, RL =

Table 5
Test-retest Reliability of Performance-based EF Measures
Measure

Scale

Spatial
Reversal

Completed
Total correct
Total sets achieved
Perseverations
Total failures to
maintain set
Completed
Time to eat candy
Completed
Raw Score
Scaled Score
Completed
Raw score
Scaled score
Completed
Average time
difference

Tongue Task
Forward
Memory
Reverse
Memory
Balance
beam

Trials effect
F (1,13) = 0.13, p =.72
F (1,13) = 0.06, p =.82
F (1,13) = 0.53, p = .48
F (1,13) = 0.00, p =
1.00
F (1,6) = 1.16, p = .32
F (1,11) = 1.21, p = .30
F (1,11) = 0.45, p = .52
F (1, 8) = 2.7, p = .14
F (1, 8) = 3.12, p = .12
F (1, 13) = 0.84, p
= .38

Note: ICC = Intraclass correlation.
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Reliability
type
Kappa
ICC (3,1)
ICC (3,1)
ICC (3,1)
ICC (3,1)

Reliability
value
1.00
0.71
0.37
0.76
0.55

Kappa
ICC (3,1)
Kappa
ICC (3,1)
ICC (3,1)
Kappa
ICC (3,1)
ICC (3,1)
Kappa
ICC (3,1)

0.88
0.96
0.82
0.92
0.91
0.75
0.25
0.26
0.64
0.74

Table 6
Convergent, Divergent, and Predictive Validity Correlations
SR: Total
Correct

SR:
Forward
Perseverations Memory

Tongue
Task Time

SR: Total Correct

-

-

-

-

SR: Perseverations

-0.84***

-

-

-

Forward Memory

0.28+

-0.39*

-

-

Tongue Task Time

-0.23

0.28

-0.11

-

BRIEF Shift T score

0.04

0.03

-0.04

-0.13

-0.12

0.09

-0.33

-0.04

0.07

0.11

-0.29

0.03

-0.11

0.14

-0.33+

-0.04

BRIEF FI

-0.05

0.01

-0.23

-0.09

BRIEF EMI

0.05

0.13

-0.35*

-0.001

BRIEF Emotional Control T
score
BRIEF Working Memory T
score
BRIEF ISCI

Classroom observation: % on
task
MSEL VR DQ

0.01

0.07

-0.14

0.38+

-0.02

-0.11

0.29+

0.29

MSEL FM DQ

-0.01

-0.13

0.14

0.17

MSEL RL DQ

0.06

-0.15

0.14

0.18

MSEL EL DQ

0.13
0.15a

-0.20
-0.06a

0.24
0.27b

0.18
0.24c

MSEL ELC DQ change

Note: a = n = 38, b = n = 27, c = n = 26, Spearman’s Rho utilized for non-normally
distributed measures, Pearson’s r utilized for normally distributed measures, DQ =
Developmental Quotient, EL = Expressive Language, ELC = Early Learning Composite,
EMI = Emergent Metacognition Index, FI = Flexibility Index, FM = Fine Motor, ISCI =
Inhibitory Self Control Index, MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning, SR= Spatial
Reversal, VR = Visual Reception. *** p < .001, * p < .05, + p < .08.
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